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THE HONORABLE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
of

THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
March 6th, 1911.
Gentlemen:Section 3, or Article X of the By-laws, reade:"It shall be the duty of the President at the said annual
meeting to submit a written report covering the work of the College inall Department~, its progress and status, the workings
of the institution, and make such suggestions as he may deem
advisable ...
In obedience to the above section, I submit the following
report oovering the present fiscal year beginning July 1st, 1910,
and extending up to the present time.
I shall try to make the report as brief as is consistent
with completeness, and rely upon verbal explanation to supplement
a nd make clear any part that is obscure or needs amplifying.
For the convenience of the Board, I have divided it into
t b e following sections:1 - General Conditions.
2 - The Student Interests.
3 - . The College Interests.
4.- The Public work.
5.- Recommendations.

I. GENERAL CONDITIONS •
........._...__-..re

_ ,. .

~!V

~,

1'The session opened Sept. 14th, one week later than usual.
Our total enrollment to date is 703, probably the largest in the
history of the institution. / Commencement will fall on June 13th,
, and the Faculty and Acting Pre sident hope tha t as many of the
\ Trustees as can wiil attend these exercises.
\..

The College has been subjected to two examinations, - one

f+~JLn..o
~F3~
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in November by the ~ -~_!,~a~~h represented by Dr. Hines, an~
the other in December, by the Legislative Investigating
consisting of

Messr~
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Rogers, McMahan and VanderHorst.

Dr. Hines was well pleased with conditions, and the
report of the State Board to the General Assembly is in the
main, complimentary.

A copy of this report is appended.

The Legislative Investigating Committee visited the
;..,;;:.

• "r

' °"'"

C,.,

College in December, and was shown every reasonable attention and
courtesy, and given the fullest opportunity to see the College in
its every detail.

Their published report,(copy of which is appended)

contains very little information regarding existing conditions here.
Most of it is devoted to the discussion of issues which some might
consider foreign to the purpose for which the Committee was created.

~~

We have had the pleasure of entertaining the following r~ S~o1:A..

F~,~~

~!E!l,?E~~~

;~~~

The State Farmers' Institute •••••••••••••••••••• Aug.31 & Sept.lat.
Tne-Conf'erence of' RUral ·Mfrii.sters ••••••••••••••• Feb. 13th & 14th. ~
me state -'.Farm ~pve~~b~Jir~t.~9P.'l !g~pi(~~,,., ,Q,t,>."·the
~i:-~
-P1"0"drnont-~ $6cti 6n ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Feb. 28th & Mar.1st.
---

"~·d•""''-'•- "~

~~

In the case of the

~~~~tate,

a small charge

made to cover table expenses, but the Ministers and ~r; ,.,,~.~RP..~s

was ~

cfJ.-r-~

Demonstration Agents, comparatively few in number, were entertained
as the guests of the College.

We took especial pains to have Dr.

Knapp's men see the College, and especially our methods of fertilizer
inspection and analysis.

From the resolutions unanimously adopted

at the close of the meeting, I quote the following significant
sentence:"We wish to assure Pres. Riggs and the Faculty of the College
that we are heartily in sympathy with the work of the institution,
and we pledge our hearty co-operation with her and all her
forces in the up-building and development of the Agricultural resources of the State."
,
~~U..
k

I beg to call the attention of

~he

Board to the passage

/

of the following . Acts by the recent General Assembly:,....--- ~....oa~.

-

~: ,....,,

,.,. •

·"'-
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·'~

·-

.·.,••

•

:.

l . An. Act to require the analyzat:i!on of fertilizers without~S..:..
requiring the purchaser to give the· name or-the- manufacturer or . 'c
the per cent of the ingredients contained. This law is in no em- f
- ·
barras sing to us, because it merely legalizes what is already our
practice.
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2. An Act to authorize and empower the Board of Trustees
to establish two or more Experiment Stations .

.

----

t.t~

-

J

3. An Act to give a scholarship to Jerry_ ~ Moo!,_~ and Ar<?.h?:JL ~ '\f"
Odom. This act has a worthy purpose, and-Y-"'trust will not prove ~
::rn- any sense a boomerang to the College.
6)~
4 . An Act to make the _stch_QJ.ar.slJ.i_p _;-equire.ments yn.i,f_g'.!:'~IJJ. in all .~
the State institutions. This act practically puts appointing power ~
into the hands of the faculty of the ins~itutions in~tead of in
~
the hands of the County Boards of Bduoation, and is in every way~GA.SJ,.;f.
a most desirable improvement over our present methods .
f'U-~ I

5 . A joint resolution calling on the Attorney General to
~
inquire into the legality of the S!~te obtaining complete control ~
of the College .
-

A report calling on the Attorney General to institute
quo warranto proceedings against the Life Trustees to determine
whetheror not they are State officers .
6.

\_::-ta-

T~

\

'l'he three most important hostile measures before the
House were the Edwards Bill to establish Agricultural schools ,
using half the income from the fertilizer tax for that purpose ;
the Mitchum Bill, limiting the amount which the College might spend
~

... ·--...,_...-"""""""

-

_.

out of the fertilizer tax to $175 , 000 ; and the Browning Bill , which ~~ &:11
provided that all of the fertilizer tax should be put into the
State Treasury , and the college get its appropriation direct from
the Legislature .
At the request of the Chairman of your Board, I appeared
with him before the Ways & Means Committee in connection with the
last two bills .

I had the pleasure on that occasion of hearing

him make one of the most earnest , able and convincing speeches
that it has ever been my pleasure to listen to .

Both of the bills

referred to got unfavorable reports from the Committee , which at
the outset was inclined to be hostile towards the College .

The

Mitchum Bill was defeated by a large majority , and the Browning
were
and Edwards BillsAcont~inued until the next session .
I feel that to the vigilance and loyal , unremitting, and
effective efforts of your Chairman, the College owes largely its
immunity from any attacks in the Senate , and any effective opposition in the House .
Several laws were introduced touching upon the fertilizer
inspection and analysis , but none expept th2~entioned passed .
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The President's Office:

'l'he changes in the arrangement of the

P resident's office and reception room, and the new inter-office
telephone system, have greatly improved the conditions under which
the executive head of the College has to work.

~~

In the office, I have retained my Department stenographer,
Miss Sadler, as well as the Registrar.

~ven
w1"th the two, I have """)
~--~~
~

been unable to keep up with the clerical work.,.......In order that the
President 's capacity for work may be increased, and he have time
occasionally to get out of his office and see what is going on,
and have time to give to the consideration of the larger questions
affecting the welfare of the College, the office of Registrar, which
is a $900 .00 position, should be abolished, and a position of
Assistant to the President at a larger salary be created.

~

b5. ..ctA....

What

is 'f~

needed is a man of sUfficient experience and ability to handle a
large part of the corre sponde'1.ce, in addition to doing the work
of the Registrar, and assisting the President with visitors and with
any work that comes to hand.

The correspondence of the office last

year was 9,640 letter pages, and for Januaryjo.nd February of this
year, has been at the rate of nearly 12,000 letters per year.

The

checking of the daily reports from the Mess-hall, Construction and
Repair Division, Teamster and Laundry, need to be handled by a
competent Assistant.
As Acting President, I have sought in all matters to be
guided by the By-laws, and to require obedience to these laws by
the officers of the College, (and to remind members of your Board
of their provisions, when that was necessary in the interest of
perfect organization and proper

procedure. ~

It has been my purpose

to seelc to build up an organization based upon justice, mutual
esteem, reasonable consideration and proper methods .

This is a work

that will require time, tact and patience, and I trust that the
President of the College may have in this important work the
sympathy and active help of every member of the Board.

The success

of such a policy will depend largely upon the individual attitude

J #-O
of the Trustees toward it.

LoJiml support of the President of the

College so long as he proceeds along propor lines and in accordance
with the By-laws, is what is most needed to bring about results
of which every Trustee and every officer of the College may be
proud.
Where rests large responsibility, there must large
power also repose.

I conceive that the Board desires for the

College a concentrated Presidential Government, and have
for this in the By-laws.

p~

provided~~

Proceeding upon that theory, I have

assumed and exercised fnll authority, realizing that I must
assume

f~ll

responsibility for results as well.

In a few cases it has been necessary to call specific
attention to the provisions of the By-laws, for organization cannot
be perfected or maintained by overlooking the~ittle violations.
Proper discipline for efficiency, like libertY, is maintained only
at the price of eternal vigilance.
A few of the By-laws need clarifying.

A few I should

My

like to see amended, and one addition I think is necessary.

suggestions along this line will be embodied in recornmendat±ons at
the close of this report.
During the past eight months, I have been called
to make seventeen appointments.

upo~

I have made these appointments

with the greatest care, seeking in all cases, other things being
equal, to get Southern men, because I believe that teachers from
our own section understand our students, our conditions and problems
better than do others.

All but three are Southern men or have

taught in the Sough a number of years.

Five are Clemson graduates.

Every appointment was made upon the recom:---endation, or with the
approval of the Director of the Department concerned.

I think in

almost every case we have made a fortunate selection, and I trust
that these appointments will be confirmed.

Re-election for a

permanent position will come up at the July meeting, at which time
from our experience with him, a fair estimate of each man's ability

and suitability can be given for your guidance.

A detailed

explanation of each appointment is made in the Department reports
which follow, and I am ready to submit full

info~nation,

testi-

monials, etc., if desired.
Financial Statement:

~~~ti..o.O.
Mr. Stackhouse reports that on Feb. 13th, it~

the receipts from the Fertilizer Tax were practically the same
as for the preceding year, the amount being in round numbers
$ 119,000.

He estimates that the trade this year will exceed that

of last by 15% or 20%.

Last year, the total receipts after refunds

had been deducted, were approximately $227,00Q. Putting the tax
at $260,000, we would have the pre sent fisc a l yea r the follo wi ng
approximate resources:From the Fertilizer Tax ••••••••••••••• $ 260,000.00
Balance brought over from '09- '10.....
5:.3, 000. 00
From all other sources ••••••••••••••••• 40,000.00
Total •• ; ••• $ 363,000.00
The appropriations already made, aggregate $ 307,000.00, leaving
an apparent balance of approximately $46,000.00.
I shall ask for only such appropriations at this meeting
as cann ot well be postponed, because I believe we ought to carry
forward a substantial balance to tide us over until our fUnds
begin to come in.
aggregate

The appropri a tions which will be recommended

$

II. THE STUDENT INTERESTS.
The discipline of the students and their general conduct
f..c
or suspended
has been good. \ No cadets have been dismissedAfor disciplinary
reasons, but two were dismissed for breaking into the Exchange
and stealing $ 75.00, one for making a false official statement
in a written explanation, and one suspended for making a false
~eport

to a sentine l on duty.

Aside from these four cases out of

over 700 students, we have had no serious troubles, and the general
deportment and spirit of the corps has been excellent.
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last ~~

The Class Co-operative _Committees _inaugurated

session continue to be of great assistance to the President , and
a

sa~e-gµard

against internal troubles .

I have continued my

occasional chapel talks to the boys, and have found prompt and
sympathetic response to every appeal to their College loyalty,
good sense and good breeding .

I have sought to draw a sharp

distinction between boyish pranks and crimes , and have sought by
personal work to prevent so as not to have to punish .

Fond of boys

asI am, and desiring to aerve them , I have found this part of my
work the most agreeable as it is most important .
I have sought , too , to reach the parents and elicit
their help and sympathy in the boy's behalf , and especially to
reduce that great number who grow discouraged and fall by the
educational wayside .

While work of this nature increases greatly

the correspondence of the President ' s office , it is work that ought
to be done, and I am striving to do it .
I regret to have to report that on Feb . 12th , Cadet

<!. OJ cL.r. W.

W. R . Cha.vis of Marlboro county died of pneumonia following a

severe attack of grippe and measles .

~

!f..

i·
:J

~a..d_

This is the first death

that we have had in the Hospital in the past five years .

College

exercises were suspended on Feb . 13th, l and fitting memorial
services, attended by the entire faculty and student body, were held
in the Chapel .

An escort of six students was delegated to accom-

pany the body home and represent the College at the funeral .

In spite of our poor hoepital facilities, Dr .

Redfern~

our competent Surgeon, maintains his fine record for efficient
service .

fG...iL ~

~

At the opening of the session evory cadet who needed it

was vaccinnated, and as a result, we have hadllittle fear and no
panic, in spite of repeated rumors of small - pox in the vicinity .
The health of the student body has been good, except for colds and
coughs which have been quite prevalent since Christmas.

Our annual

visitation of measles and mumpe has been less severe than usual .
In his report , Dr . Redfern calls attention to the urgent need of

/

better hospital facilities, and this need is emphasized in the

~o.£ !

report of the State Board of Health. \ This is a matter to which we

1~

should give attention as soon as possible.
I believe that at the opening of each session, we ought

~~

to employ a specialist to examine the eyes, ears and throats of CJ~.a.-:..~aJL
c~~
our students, in order to suggest to parents any needed special

-

treatment or operation.
to their teeth also.

'l'his examination might very well extend

The work cannot well be done by Dr. Redfern,

because of lack of time and necessary experience in such matters.
The Mess-Hall:
way.

~ J..hJ.i

The service iU the Mess-hall has improved in every

Both in quality, quantity and variety, the food has been

better.

We are still using cadet waiter service on the tables,
it is
hoping that this may be made satlsfaotory, - as yetAnot altogether
so.

It is

lac~ing

in neatness and efficiency.

By equipping the

waiters with white coats and aprons, we have contributed a good
deal to neatness, and by careful selection, we can perhaps get
efficiency,,11nd at the same time, aid worthy and needy boys.
I have perfected the system of daily reports which give the cost
of each meal, a list of the food, the bill of fare for each man,.
and the cost per man per day.

This daily cost is running about

18f per man for the three meals, or about $6.50 per month, when

all charges are included.

In spite of the fact that the Cadet De-

partment is paying for everything it gets, - butter from the Dairy
at 32~ per lb., ensilage for the beef cattle at $4 .00 per ton, etc.,
I look with confidence to there being no deficit on the Cadet
account at the end of the session.
We are selling the best of the table scraps to the

con- ~o.J,.t__

victs at $2 .00 per day, in this way making a substantial saving

~

to the College, and giving the prisoners a better variety of food.
The remainder of the slop is sold to the Farm at $2 .00 per day,
and payment taken in pork.

Toese two credits amounting to nearly

$1 ,000 per session, about balance off with the pork,and the ensilage
necessary to feed the beef cattle.

CfJuJ.u:-~
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Every division of the Cadet Department is now run

~,;;J-

on a strictly business basis, paying for everything recei vcd,
and charging for every article or service rendered.

At tbe end

of each month, an inventory of all commissary supplies is made,
and a cost sheet gotten out and checked against the daily reports.
Since Christmas, we have been substituting oecasionally
for beef, sausages, lamb chops and sometimes eggs.
Our method of getting written competitive bids on
all our large orders for provisions continues to give us satjsfactory results in quality and cost. )
I desire at this point tn my report, to pay tribute
to the lmyal and efficient service of Mr . A. Schiletter,to

~

tyt_,.v .

UL, '

~

whose excellent management and hearty co-operation is largely
due the success that has attended my efforts to improve and
economize in the Mess-hall service.

His assistance in entertaining

visiting delegations is worthy of special mention also.
Beef Cattle:

We renewed our contract this session for North

~~

Carolina cattle, because we have found that in this way we can
get a satisfactory quality of beef at a minimum pr1ce.

The

animals are driven down from the mountains, judged by our Animal
Husbandrymen, and paid for by their weight on our scales.

In

this way, we save shrinkage in transportation, which often amountn
to 10%.

Up to Christmas, we got very good animals.

Since that

time, they have not been so good, but by feeding them for ninety
days or more , we get satisfactory results.

It is not possible

to tell accurately until the end of the year what our dressed
beef costs us, but I think it will average about 8~ delivered at
the barracks.
pays the farm $4 . 00 per ton for ensilage, and gi v·es the farm the
manure from the cattle in return for the labor of feeding and
bedding.

Since Mr . Goodman's death, we have reduced the cost of

the butchering and feeding from $120 .00 to *55 .00 per month,

i ..

~

The Cadet Department buys its own cotton seed meal, and

J. _

d>u-e.L

continuing the two Goodman boys in our employ.
The Laundry:

Since the installation of the

work of the Laundry has been much improved.

~w
1

.

machinery, the

~

~

The quality of the

work is better, the service is in the main, prompt and competent,
and button breaking, about which there was such complaint, seems
to have subsided.

I am not sure but that the work could be done

a little more economically, but I have not yet had time to
give this reature of the work my attention.

I have sought first

of all to get reasonably good service at reasonable cost.
'i

It

will be in order next to seek to reduce this cost. /
Heat, Light & Water:

The cost for heat, light and water per

month per student amounts to about $1.00.

The College and

Cadet Departments divide the cost of operating the Power Station.
I am now having a careful estimate made of the service received
by the College and by the cadets, in order that the - ·
operating cost may be divided on the basis of relative service.
Our new system of heating the barracks is very satisfactory, and
the lighting is equally so.
The Cadet Exchange:

The Cadet Exchange continues to save the C..~).__.::r_

bo;~-~~~~ ·d~ll~;; · ~nnually

by selling to them books, etc., at

8;..~

approximate cost.
Student's Accounts:

In the matter of handling the students'

accounts in the Treasurer's office, we have adopted a system of
notifying the parent when any money is refunded a cadet for
serviceable uniform.

This information materially aids a parent

in financing his boy through College by lessening the amount that
he has to send him for the purchase of books, etc.

We have also

maae improvements in the matter of handling the uniform account so
as to more fully protect us against possible errors.

u~~ ~ ~
-

Expense:
~~ -~-:--™

11 -

Every effort has been made to remove from the

temptations to spend mon@y.
barred at all dances, society

student~

Civilian clothes are absolutely
celebration~,

et~.

Permits to leave

College are held down to the fewest possible nUI!l.ber, only a good
reason such as a written dental or medical appointment being
accepted in most cases.

I have refused to be guided by requests

from parents unless the reasons given appeal to my judgment as
sufficient to justify the loss of time from College duties.

In

almost all cases, I have found parents grateful for protection
along

th~s

line.

~~
,~ ·~~
-------0

The religious life of the students continues
has
to be a cause for congratulation. The Y.M.C.A.Aenrolled over 300

The

Re~igious

Life:

members, and an equal number belong to the Bible Study Classes.

/

A

revival service was conducted by the Hev. Hogue of North Carolina
in January, and another is planned for March.

We are now opening

Chapel services with song, and have introduced the custom of
offering thanks in the Mess-hall.

The Y.M.C.A. Secretary, Mr.

Sweeney, is I think a very satisfactory man, and has good personal
influence in barracks. )
'I'he student honor system which is intended to prevent
unfair methods on examinations, is still working well, and will
I trust soon be extended to every moral question.

~~
It is my purpose to advise next year the unauguration ~-t::"
of the student advisor: system, which is irifa-se at some of the large ~
--~----"'--=¥'1I -

'f~>

-,..,,,;_ ...""-,-.,._,,..

-~~~i·';!Sii')'~{O.:!J!'!<\'' , ~.,,.,'<';_~'Y';'i

Universities and Colleges of the country.

The essentials of this

system are that every new student is assigned to some member of the
faculty who acts as his personal advisor in all matters pertaining
to his College and personal welfare.

The faculty member selected

should preferably be one of his teachers.

Such a system has great

possibilities for good, because the average boy comes to College
without a definite idea of what he expects to do, and needs advice
in his choice of course.

He needs also personal encouragement and

sympathy, - particula~ly at the beginning of his eollege lif'e.

- 12 -

Recreation:

I feel keenly the lack of proper facilities for

student recreation and rest.

We have plenty of work, but

opportunities for reasonable recreation and amusement are very
limited.

It needs to be fully understood and appreciated that

play is just ae necessary to a successful College course as is
work.

With pleasant surroundings, with something to make him

happy, a boy does better work in his classes and disciplinary
troubles disappear.

No one not continually in touch with College

boy life can appreciate at its true worth the great good derived
from baseball and football.

These sports are conducted, not as

~

many think for the benefit of the few who participate, but for
the recreation of the hundreds who every afternoon go out into the
fresh air and yell and laugh and dismiss work from their minds.
Intercollegiate contests are merely necessary incidents in the
conduct of College sport.

It is the entertainment furnished

every afternoon for 120 days during the fall and spring months
that justifies the existence of athletics in every properly organized College.

Many a boy, through his interest in these sports,

continues in College and goes on to graduation , who would otherwise
out of very homesickness and restlessness, get into disciplinary
trouble, or give up his education and go home.

I want the Board

to realize the importance of this field which has been neglected,
and help to givG our boys more opportunities for pleasure.

As

contributory to this end, I shall later on in this report recommend
that piazzas be constructed across the front of Barracks No.2.

f ..i...-c.....n::.~o..h...;

These piazzas would gi ve the cadets a place to rest and to play
when weather or other circumstances prevented their being out on
the campus.

This construction is used at Winthrop and contributes

untold pleasure to the students of that institution.

A good efrect

could be had by building these piazzas upon the present unsightly
appearance of Barracks No.2.

It is also

m~

desire to level off

the area in front of this barracks so as to make a better play
ground and incidentally a better drill ground for small formations,
and to have constructed an inexpensive moveable grand-stand, so that

- 13 -

the boys may in comfort watch the out-door athletic games.

These

contributions to the students' pleasure will not cost much, and
we cannot afford not to do them.

They are investments that will

bring rich returns in the greater contentment, stability and
progress of the student body.

~

Within a few years, we should have a splencgd _,,,e;Y.;mn_f1!3JJ-lW

~

with swimming pool, bowling alleys, provisions for dancing, roller Cf~
--~

~

-

skating, and every other possible device to attract a boy to
..-·_,.... ~-.-----·....· ......

.

play when his work for the day is done.

Play should not encroach

upon study, nor should study encroach upon play.

In the successful

and well rounded College, each must have a legitimate and important,though not equally important, place .

III . THE COLLEGE INTERESTS.
'l'HE MILITARY DEPARTMENT:

/~he

Military Department has enrolled

for dut; 679 cadets, of which number all but one ar<j1iubject to
military duties.

ff/Sixteen

~

~

out of the total are day cadets ./' The

increase in the number of companies from eight to twelve has
been fully justified by the good results obtained .

Capt. Stokes

has introduced target practice as a part of the regular military
instruction, and this feature has stimulated very much the interest in military affairs.
The

~,r:.c.a.:mpmen~ , , at '--~~e Stat?{air was in every way a

success, and I am sure contributed to the good reputation of
the College.

The appropriation made at the Columbia meeting

for this encampment was slightly exceeded, but this overdraft
could not be avoided.
In his report, Capt! Stokes calls attention to the

~e e':'...~ad_e'",);.l!.. tl!.!l."!>Jll'£il<f'2'".L:. ~

foll owing improyement s .;vhich h!'" v•....

The calcemining and painting in rooms and halls of Barracks 1 & 2.
The re-flooring of half the rooms in Barracks 1.
The placing of dead bolts on the room doors, in this waypprotecting students after they retire against interference,
and the form of hazing known as turning.
The construction of trunk rooms in the basement of Bar. 2.
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Removing the trunks from the rooms increased the available
space, removes a harbor for prohibited articles, such as fire
arms, cooking utensils, etc., and preserves the halls and steps
to the barracks .from damage due to dragging heavy trunks up and
down.
I repeat the compliment of Capt. Stokes which I have
made in every report to you.

.

~·

He is enthusiastic and conscientious,

~~

kindly in his attitude towards the cadets, - a satisfactory
with
officer, and oneAwhom it is a pleasure to be associated.
I believe that n ext session we should by all means
an Assistant to the Commandant.

With 700 men to control, it

absolutely impossible with the large amount of office work, for
the Commandant to give the necessary supervision to the barrabks,
drills, class formations, etc.

I do not know of any investment

that we could make which would bring us larger returns.

We can

get a graduate of the Citadel or some other military College at a
salary not exceeding say $800.00, who would give us the help we
need.

I would not be in favor of this officer living in barracks,

but he should be on duty until the cadets have retired.

It is too

great a responsibility to have so large a number of boys concentrated in the three buildings without better supervision than it
is possible to get by cadet

officers~

Cadet officers will report

minor offences but they cannot be depended upon to report disorders
such as drinking, gambling and hazing, which involve serious consequences to the offenders.

This s pirit is natural and thereAs

no use to complain of it.
We have now 329 living rooms in the barracks, sufficient
to accommodate 659 students.

We have been very much cramped this

session, and I am going to recommend to you that we put an additional story on Barracks No.l, in this way providing for 100
additional men.

As it is now, we can hardly accommodate our student

body at the opening of the session, and we have no room left for
short course students,

convent~ons

and the like.

THE CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT:

~~

Last July the Board accepted Col. Hardin's

resignation, and appointed Dr. Brackett as Acting Director.

Pr~

D. H. Henry was promoted to the position of Acting Associate
Professor.

This arrangement has so far worked very well indeed.

I am pleased with Dr. Brackett's work as a Director.
of energy and loyalty for the interest of the College.

He fus full
He· is a

good Chemist, and has shown good judgment in technical matters,
inthe selection of assistants, in the distribution of the work of
the Department, and in his dealings with the members of his staff,
and with the public.

He will no doubt grow more efficient along

some of these lines as he gains more experience.

This opinion is

tentative, and open to revision when the matter of permanent
election comes up in July.

Mr . Henry has proved equally satis-

factory in the position to which he was promoted.
~]~

Col. Hardin accepted the position of Prof. Emeritus of

Chemistry, and on several occasions has given us valuable service,
and during my absences from the College, has performed such of
the Presidential duties as demanded immediate attention.

To fill

the place caused by the resignation of Dr. R. A. Hall, which resignation was accepted by your

Boar~

~

fl

~- ~·f·

last July, I have appointed

-P.. ·-s~J,_

Mr . G. F. Lipscomb of Alabama, a splendidly equipped young mano;-7~

and one whose personality and character have thus far impressed us
most favorably.

Dr. Brackett says of Mr.Lipscomb:-

"He is always a gentleman in every sense of the term, - an
indefatigable and enthusiastic worker, accurate, pains-taking, and
yet rapid in his work. I consider the Department extremely fortunate in having him connected with it."Mr . Lipscomb has been especially useful in carrying on
the availability tests for nitrogen, a new line of work inaugurated
this session in connection with the State work.

~

rfo-J-

For the position made vacant by the promotion ofMr. ( 'J in.-~
Henry, I appointed Dr. D. J. McAdam of Pennsylvania .
resigned Jan. 1 s t, and we were not sorry to lose him.

Dr. McAdam
I have ap-

pointed in his stead Mr . H. J. Smith of Mississippi , who reported ~-rr.T
just a few days ago.

Mr . Smit:h has splendid testimonials, and his

~

r~~~
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I believe we are going to

personality is very pre-possessing.
find him a good man .
Mr. L.

q.

~

(M_,.J.lS).~
Wataon, who had given us splendid service

as Assistant vhemist in the analytical work, resigned Sept. 1st,

0x>-. e.

I appointed to hi~lace :Mr~ C. W:.~ . R.ice.,,

to continue his educat!bon.

one of our graduates of the class of 1908 .

w.

(jL:.u_

Mr. Rice has taken

hold of' the work with energy and enthusiasm .
Mr. J. H. Mitchell applied in September for a year's
leave of absence to do University work, and after consulting with
the Chairman of your Board, I granted this leave, and appointed to
fill the position, Mr . J.E. Toomer of North Garolina, who
····~ . ·

'

ported for duty Sept. 28th, and is giving good service .

.C,

re- ~·}
~

The above resignations and appointments will later be
presented for your action.
The work of the Chemical Department has proceeded
~,,,,....

.... ·i-

""

""!

',

~;..,,.,

~·

satisfactorily under Acting Director Brackett.

v~~

~

Important im-

~~ ~
provements in arrangement and methods for the Fertilizer Analysis t
will result in the work being done much more rapidly and with no
sacrifice of accuracy.

The nitrogen availability tests have con-

siderably increased the analytical work, but this is a necessary
detail that must be looked after.

Considerable improvement has

been made in the Senior Laboratory by the addition of improved
equipment for instruction purposes.
Among the principal needsf f the Department are a better
and more secure stock room, a distributing room for apparatus and
the chemicals, an additional automatic gas machine, an additional
storage s pace which can be obtained by excavating in the basement
of the old laboratory.

These matters will be brought to your at-

tention at the July meeting.

At the present time, in is necessary

to make a slight additional appropriation in connection

\'Vi th

the

State work, on account of its volume and our desire to do the work
more promptly than has hitherto been done.

P~~~
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THE TEXTILE DEPARTMENT:
-~

-

In September, Prof . D. E . Earle, after

~

/1

~-e-~

four years of very satisfactory service, resigned to accept a

.D
~·*~
an
fCV-Jf..c-r-.

$2,000 position with the Bureau of Crop Technology in Washington.
'l'o fill the vacancy here, I have appointed Mr. Fred Taylor,

Englishman , whose education and experience had been gained in
New England.

/'

t

We are well pleased with him, and Prof. Doggett tells

me that the Senior Textile studentB are enthusiastic in their
praise of his work.

Personally, he is a very agreeable man.

I

shall ask that his appointment be confirmed. )
I am glad to be able to state that there is a

t'-o:

o:f (J~

substanl.:£i a~

increase in the number of students taking the Textile Course.
Forty-four are enrolled this session, twenty-six of whom are
scholarship students.
Prof. Doggett

h~s

In addition to his duties as a Director,

devoted a large amount of time to the

ce .

supervision~

of the Printery and to the manufacture of State Flags, as required

~
Recently the Department was presented with a drawing-in

by the Act of 1910.

frame made by the Saco-Pettee Co., valued at $450 .

The Draper Co.

expects shortly to give the Department four of their most modern
automatic looms to take the place of the two antiquated ones now
in use.

C.-~

u..£:1:, 'S~

(Prof. Doggett thinks that his Department should co-operate

-~

~
with the schools in mill villages, and suggests that a small approy.. u

priation be made to try some extension work in a field from which

the Department ought to draw much of its best student material, but
does not.

He offers the services of his men, but since there is

no fund available to pay travelling expenses, he has not been able
to mal::e head-way.

Later, I shall present a small item of appro-

priation in the event you think well of this line of work.
it is worth while to make an experiment on a small scale.

I think
It might

be noted in passing that Mr. Thomas Parker in a recent address
before the South Carolina University, rather criticized Clemson
for not doing something for the mill people of the State. )

0

L<>

p~~~~
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THE ENGINEElUNG DEPARTMENT:
Board at

th~

In pursuance with the

July meeting, I have continued in the position of

Acting President , with your permission to make such arrangements
to carry on the work of the Engineering Department as would be
satisfactory to me , and approved by your Chairman .

Acting on this

authority, I made the following assignments to continue for the
present fiscal year:Prof .
~......, ·~,

s . B. Earle was made Vice- Director at a salary ofP $2J, 000
.
rt:.1J T ,...If: -

.,~
,v\:Hul ~--1

&.._ - - .1

\)-:'~' -T.

Prof . F . T. Dargan was put in active charge of the Electri-

0

cal Eng i neering Division, at a salar y of ~~1 , 700 .

tr_,.... J. e. ~·~
Mr . J . C. Littlejohn, who had been acting as Registrar , was

re t f.l.rned to the Department as Assistant i n Mechanical and Electrical Engineering , at a salary of $1 , 200 .

'f~ · r\·£·~

Prof . R. E . Lee was appointed to assist the Acting President
in the C. & R. work , at an increase in salary of $200 .
The stenographic work for the Department has been handled by
a local party at an hourly rate .
None of these changes have increased the salary budget
of the Department , and the arrangement has worked satisfactorily .

-- --

Prof • . Earle "'i ;as shown excellent ability and managed the
Department well .

While nominally only Vice-Director , he has been

in full and responsible charge , for I have been anxious to see
just what he could do .
he has done splendidly .

Considering his experience in the position ,
I feel sure that he io capable of rapid

and satisf actory growth .
To fill Mr . L_i ttlejohn ' s place in the Wood-Sh6p , I appointed Mr . G.
h a d f1· 11 e d

~ · _ll'~l~k ,

a Clemson graduate of the class of 1907, who

out .•vrr . Littlejohn t s time from January to July the hut,,

~- N- .fo1'-"<..
£..

previous session while Mr . Littlejohn was acting as Registrar .
Mr . Z. R. Lewis , Instructor in the Forge and Foundry
Division, resigned to complete his education at the University of
Virginia .

(l_H..,.

.

r

J, t ·.

I appointed to his place Mr . J . F . Allison , a graduate (__JjUJ_.crrJ
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of the Maryland A. & M. College .
g ood work

'

Both of these new men are doing

and I shall ask that their appointments be confirmed .

n. _,

(n.J-<... 1 ~

Messrs . Birch and Harris are now rounding out their first
~·1~
year of service as Instructors in the Drawing Division. They
have proven satisfactory , and will be presented at this meeting
for permanent election .
The internal changes in the Engineering Building are
about completed , and add greatly to its appearance and utility .
( The Drawing Division and most of the offices occupy the second floor .
The Civil Engineering has been given the third floor .

Increase of

space has been given the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory , and a
new wing , 40 1 x 100 1 , has been added to the Wood Shop Division .
Minor improvements have been made in the Machine Shop and Forge
and Foundry Divisions also_:,}
The instruction given in this Department continues to be
excellent in quality and ample ir{amount.

The instructors are

enthusiastic and loyal, and the continued success of this feature
of the College work is assured .
The amount of miscellaneous College work done by
of the teaching staff continues to increase .

~members

During the pried under

donsideratiqn, Prof . Lee published an important bulletin on school
p~...f'i~
J.
.
builditigs that is evoking most favorable comment. Tlie Drawing
-..J

Division has made plans for all the residences erected recently, and
is just completing the drawings and specifications for the new
dairy

bui~ding .

Prof . Lee ' s assistance to me in the C. & R. wor k

has been invaluable , and will this year save the College nearly
$2 , 000 in Architect ' s fees .
In addition to the des i e ninc , he has conducted the orderinr,
correspondence and book- keeping for the

c.

&

R. Division, worlc that

Ifr . Hewer, our Superintendent, is not able to do .

r~1. ~
The Civil Engineering Division has supervised the building
of the cement walks and made a splendid plan for their extension and
the general improvement of the Campus .

Prof . Howard of the Machine

f~~~
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Shop Division, planned and erected our State Fair Exhibit.

~~

The Electrical Engineering Division has supervised all ~
telephone lines and installations, and the Vice-Director of the

~

Department has handled the large amount of work connected with the
Heat, Light and Water interests.

These and many other duties are

performed by the able and energetic instructors of the Engineering
Department, and they are due the unstinted appreciation of the
President and of this Board.
Elsewhere in this report, I shall recommend that the

!;J.}

Physics Division be divorced from the Engineering Department and

;~~:~ed

in the

Academic Departoent where it more properly

and that the By-laws be amended accordingly.

-~· ~h

~~0

belon~

The subject of

Physics, like :Mathematics, English and other subjects of a general
educational nature, had better be separate from any technical
Department in order that its work may not be warped to the needs of
that special interest.

Then too, the location of the Physics

room makes it practically impossible for the Director of the Engineering Department to give it proper supervision, and furthermore,
the Engineering Department is so much larger than the Ecademic,
that this change will be in the interest of uniformity.

The suggested

change meets with the approval of the head of the Physics Division,
and the Vice-Director of the Engineering Department .

It is a move

which as Director of the Engineering Department, I have contemplated
for several years past, and several times suggested to the last
President.

~D.,~

The Academic Department has gone ~nu4-

THE ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT:
about the usual way.
pretty well organized.

The Divisions of' History and Mathematics are
The English Division 4as very little or-

ganization that I can see .

Each teacher seems to be doing his

work fun his own way.
/ The change in assignment of rooms has brought together
the History Division on the first, the English on the second, and
the Mathematics on the third floors of' this building.

This
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grouping of the work is conducive to closer organization.
We have had a great number of f'ailures in Mathematics
on the entrance examinations, and partly in consequence, a large
number of failures on the first term's work.

Our boys come to

College poorly prepared both in English and in Mathematics, and
it is our purpose to organize extra classes in these subjects for
such boys, in the hope that we can reduce the large number who
./"

grow discouraged and drop out of college because of failures in
these branches.
I am glad to report that three members of the Mathematics
Division spent the summer in study at large Universities, in order
to better prepare themselves.

The Division reports indicate har-

\

moni<i>us conditions in all Divisions of this Department.
THE PREPARATORY CLASS:
as usual.

i

~F~

The size of the Preparatory Class is

about ~

In regard to Prof. Wells, who was elected at your July

meeting, to succeed Prof. Kinard, Prof. Sease says:-

P~-~~

"I am pleased to say that I consider his work in every
way efficient, and fully up to all requirements. He is thorough,
pains-taking and accommodating, and in every way a gentlemanly
instructor and scholar."
The work in the Preparatory Class is always of a difficult
had
nature, because we take tnto this class only boys who haveApoor
school facilities, and we have to do with this material, the best
we can.
THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT:

Unquestionably, this importan

Department of the College has made substantial if not su.ff icient
progress during the past year.
is more cla ss room space.

One great need of the Department

This will be relieved by the compl e tion

of the new dairy building and the moving of the Veterinary Division
at Dr. Powers' request from the Agricultural Hall to the
Veterinary Hospital.
A few changes in curriculum are suggested, and will be
submitted later.

'I'heae are in the main, immaterial

0

-
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The Present Director,
for duty Feb. 19, 1910.

Pro~.

W.

~·

~erkins,

~~-W· R.

reported

er~

He has, therefore, been with us for a

year, and under the By-laws, comes up for re-election at this
meeting .

c.l.vo..>vOJ~

Prof . Perkins is a splendid man in character and disposition .

He is a man of rugged

pleasing personality .

honesty, of even temper and

So far as I can learn, he is a good teacher,

and commands the loyalty and respect of his students.
judgment

His

as a member of the Faculty and Discipline Committee

is conservative and sound.

He is a good institute worker, balding

the attention and commanding the confidence of his audiences.
believe he is a good farmer .

I

He is all this and more, - he is a

high Christian gentleman, - a man in whom there is no hint of
deceit or guile .
j

.

But in my judgment, Prot . Perkins . lacks the essential
'

-'

- • '

:;.:

' ·,_' f>;f;.,•'.~ - - '.,._<;#

qualities that go to make up a successful executive and leader .

In

my judgment, he is lacking in initiative, and in energy, and that
enthusiasm necessary to inspire his co-workers to their greatest
efforts.

He seems unaccustomed to the exercise of authority, and

especially does he lack that keen sense of responsibility so
necessary in a successful Director .

He is lacking in dynamic

power, and that ceaseless activity requisite to high-class achievement.

He lacks decision, he lacks promptness, he is too easy-going,

and is too easily satisfied .

These are my impressions of)him .

I cannot but feel that under his leadership the Agricultural
Department wil l not rise to the great opportunity now before it.
I give this opinion with very deep regret, because during his
year's service, I have learned to respect and esteem Prof . Perkins
most highly .

But I must present these matters to you as they

appear to me, striving in every case to be just both to the man
concerned, and to the College interest involved .
I am sure that the Trustees have made no mistake when
they secured for the Faculty such a man as Prof. Perkins .

He is

P~~ ~
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well worth all we pay him, and merits also our appreciation
of his fine qualities.

The question is to find out just where

he fits best, and where he can do hisjiargest and best service .
;tha~

tM J3y=-l.aw

b~

w&!-ved a.na·l'!' a:ct1.on"

me'Sting, by which time

w~"ll~~hape

I have discussed this matter with him,
and he thinks that if he had time to get more accustomed to his
new posit ion he could measure up to its requirements .
If action must be had now, I would recommend that Prof .
Perkins be elected Professor of Agriculture and Head of the
Division of Agronomy , with no change in salary .

In this position

he would continue to have charge of the College farm , and considerably relieved of present office and administrative duties ,
could give to that important enterprise the careful attention
which it will need for some time to come .
e-1'9.<ii ~~~..~»;~pQneQ. . un.:til.>JS!Ju1y , -beoo s.e",

, e.di-ee.1 changes durtng the

I am glad to be able to rive good reports

of MBesrs .

~.

hJ.-~~

Haddon and Napier who were elected at the March meeting , and reported for duty in May and August respecti vely .
that we could have gotten more satisfactory men .

I do not

(}u.v,

believe ~

They are both

full of energy and fond of their work , and are succeeding in it .
Their re-election for a permanent place will I presume come up
at the July meeting .
Upon the recommendation of the Director , I have made the
following appointments in the Agricultural Department:-

f~ .

J.J.C .

:erof . H. C. Thomspon from Mississippi A. & M. College , Ass~$ rv
ciate Professor of Horticulture , to succeed Prof. Mooring, who
was not re - elected last July .

f~·

Prof . John G. Hall from the North Carolina A. & M. College , .J~~
Associate Professor of Botany and Forestry, to succeed Prof . Knight,
not re - elected last July .
~

-
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~~.etnv

DT.-. Jt"- .Q~ . QrmRt_Q!l of Alabama, to fill the position of Mr. ~
w. A. Thomas, Assistant in Entomology, who resigned in order to
be transferred to the new position created in the Experiment
Station .
~· Q,. (3.

Mr • A. B .,.,. M~gf;'ley of Uorth Garolina, to fill the position of ~
I
Assistanr ·rn- Entomology, a new position created in the Agricultural
Department at the July meeting of the Board.
Prof . Perkins thinks well of all these men, and I
Despite our

shall ask that their appointments be confirmed .

diligent efforts, and after having had the position declined
two or three times, we are still without a man to fill the
position of Associate Professor of Entomology and State Entomologist.
Prof . Conradi has been kind enough to supervise the State work,
and has done it with his usual enthusiasm and efficiency .
The

:'.~': . we_e ks

_sMrt

_co!'!'.~.e ~'l . ~lil!:A'?.1:}~1'.lJ'!'..11

CJ~ .

beginning with an enrollment of eighteen substantial farmers .
They were quartered
Mess-hall .

~n

~
----a-

made a gooP:

Barracks #1 , and took their meals in the

We charged them at the rate of $10 . 00 per month , to

cover everything .

The exceptional weather so well suited to

farming operations, cut short the course and it was closed after
four weeks instead of running six as planned .

Prof . Perkins reports

that the farmers are well pleased , and much interested in the
work given them .
Prof . Perkins expects to form these short course men
into a club, which will work in unison with the Agronomy Division
of the Agricultural Department for the betterment of farm crops
in their respective localities .

The club members will be

h~lped

by giving them selected seed and needed advice from time to time .

'.:f~ ~)

FARM , HERD AND CONVICTS :
~

There can be no question but that the

,.:r.,~•...,~··\~",;;..;~c~~~,,_-;o:;~·~ .....,..~~~~<...·

Farm is the most vital inter est or the College at the present time ,
if only for the reason that it is the most criticized .

While

improvement has been made, and a good crop harvested last year,
there can b e no denying

I

CvYJL ~en

a

general appearance of neglect of those

little things that make up the dif'ference between good farmin_g and

-
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farming as it is too frequently practiced in South Oarolina.
The cause of this condition is primarily a lack of funds, and
the responsibility for this lack lies with those who should
make plans for the farm and present them with a request for a
necessary appropriation.
We need to have a farm which is nothing short of a model,
and cost what it may, we ought to have it.

Mr. Lewis is a good

~-~

manager of labor, and an enthusiastic,loyal servant of the
College, but he is not a farmer by nature or by training, and we
had as well recognize this fact .

But since last March, the

Farm has been under the supervision of the Agricultural Department,
and if it can be given the necessary scientific supervision, Mr.
Lewis' talents can be used to splendid advantage.

While I am not

satisfied with the results obtained so far, I believe that with
more money and more mule power, great improvement in appearance
can be made by the end of the fiscal year.
Witr(the completion of the dairy barn and the

~

transferring~

of the cattle to the Animal Husbandry Division, one sore spot will
be removed, for without seeking here to locate the responsibility
for the condition, it is a fact that during the past ten years the

College dairy herd has run down until it is a disgrace to an
cultural College.

Agri~

During the past four months, we have killed

between twenty and thirty cows who were not worth their feed, and
have been partly responsible for the excessive cost of our dairy
products.

With the cattle turned over tb the Animal Industry

Division, the farm can devote its attention to the production of
feed, seed and hogs, and we have a right to demand that it be run
on a business basis and at a reasonable profit.

(

(

That the farm

should be a financial success I consider a matter of the very first
importance.

If with

our land and other facilities we cannot make

farming profitable, we are put in the position of preaching something that we are unable to practice.
I have inaugurated a system of accounting for the farm,

- 26 by which at any time a showing can be made for the labor of all
convicts and mules.

By this system the farm holds receipts for

service done for any other Division of the College.

The change

in the method of guarding, begun about a year ago, saves us in
work and in money, not less than $800.
One of the great improvements recently accomplished is
the building of a piggery near the old barn.
... ,,~, ........,.~1.-;,o~-'.i""":'"°''~~-

We are breed -i ng

CYl-...ai1 ~

Berkshire and Tamworth hogs, and the demand for pigs exceeds the
supply.

Even at pork prices, our sales this year amount to $1,662.97.

This is a line of work most desirable from a stand-point of practical demonstration as well as profit.

The bare gullied hill-

sides around the old barn will be converted into Bermuda pastures,
and a reproach of many years standing be removed.
Very little has yet been done to develop new pastures,(f~
because,_ of' the lack of mule power and the greater urgency of other
work.

This feature will be given special attention during the

spring and summer.
Prof. Perkins has asked for considerable additional
appropriation

~?r

the farm, for all of which I shall ask your

able consideration.

I would be glad to necommend more if there

were a definite plan of improvement to which it would be wisely
applied.
The plans for the dairy have been accepted by the
Agricultural Committee, and the site selected.

The work of con-

struction will be commenced as soon as the contract is awarded
by the Executive Committee on bids which they now have before
them.

'l'he site for the dairy barn has been practically decided upon

by the Agricultural Committee, and will I trust be approved at
this meeting.

It is my hope to have both buildings completed by

your July meeting.
I believe that the time has come when in the interest of
economy and efficiency, all of our forces in certain lines of work
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Professors Harper and

should be combined in the same Divisions.

Perkins recommend that all of our Entomological force be

combined ~~~n...(;
,
(

under Prof. Conradi, and our Animal Industry and Dairying force

Qrn..~a.L ~~11

under Prof. Smith.
.
I shall recommend to you t h ese combi na t ions,
that they are steps in the right direction.

bl
~4
e ~ieving

Our present dissi-

pation of forces is I think unwise and uneconomical in money and
irfresults.

We need one high grade ruler at the head of each

interest who can plan his work so as to utilize effectively lowpriced assistants.

We have now too many positions to fill wnj:ch

call for leadership with too few leaders to fill them, and too
little money left for workers.

(JL ;:L__a. .~~
THE TREASURER'S OFFICE:

The new equipment for the Treasurer's

lQ..-~

office has been installed and greatly improves the appearance as
well as the convenience of that office.
On accou.YJ.t of Dr. Sloan's accident, I authorized the
temporary employment of Miss Sara Furman to assist in the Treasuere' s office, and she has proved most efficient and satisfactory
in every way.

nu--

o.

Tucker as Book-keeper.

Mr. Tucker's

have been eminently satisfactory, and his energy and loyalty to the
College, unquestioned.

llJ

.c:..

resig-~
services ~

It is with sincere regret that I shall present the
nation of Mr. W.

I

o-f~

To him is largely due the credit for our

excellent system of book-keeping which has attracted favorable
comment by every examining body that has passed upon them.

Mr.

Tucker has ability of a high order, and his originality and initiative will insure his success in his new field.

t'f\.,.-~ . S.
The Treasurer recommends that the Assistant Book-keeper,

Mr. S. Vi. Evans, be promoted to the position of Book-keeper, and
this nomination I most heartily second.
worth by his work.

Mr. Evans has proven his

While perhaps not possessed of the originality

or qualities of leadership which Mr. Tucker has in so large a
a

measure, he will makeAeatisfactory book-keeper, becanu.se he is neat,

w.

F~~~
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accurate, pains- taking and very accommodating .

In making

this recommendation, I am not unmindful of the fact that Mr .
Evans is a son of a member of this Board, and my endorsement of
the Treasurer's recommendation is not because of that fact,
but in spite of it .

I

yiel~~no

one in my abomination of the

practice of nepotism , which means the elevation of a relative to a
position of trust, without regard to his f i filness for the place .
To that practice I never have been a party and never shall be .
But a decent sense of justice must recognize faithful and effioient service , and I am not afraid to do so .
For the position of Assistant Book-keeper , the Treasurer
recommends to me
presented to you .

, whose testimonials will be
In recommending both of these officers , I am

guided by the wishes of the Treasurer , who must be responsible
for their work .
The worl{ of the Treasurer ' s off'ice has multiplied so
greatly , and the Treasurer requests an appropriation of $300 . 00
for extra help .

I would not favor adding an additional officer

to the Division , nor does the Treasurer , Mr . Tucker or Mr . Evans
thinl{ that necessary , since we can get the services of Miss Sara
Furman f'or half time , and she has proven a most competent and intelligent assistant, and will be satisfactory to all concerned .

THE LIBRARY: Conditions in the Library are not very

satisract~~

to me, but with the consent of' the Board I prefer to present this
matter in . greater detail and with recommendations a t a future
meeting .

~

cf;j;:~ ~

At the July meeting, the Board provided f'or an Assistant
Librarian , and to this position I appointed Miss Anne Allston
--~'"*~"~~-~·- , .,,..__~.~~----.ll~i't<;~-.,.

Porcher, a South Carolinian with splendid training and convincing
testimonials .

Under favorable conditions , she is I think capable

of rendering valuable service .
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One of the great needs of the Library· is more space,
..,,.

~·.·~....."'>l!;....~>'.'.~li'i~:;:.~:"'

L~

Y· ~ . e.w.

and I suggest providing._'for this in the following way:-

l -n /\
In the added story to Barraclrn ;=1, provide room for the j'~
JJ
1

Y .M. C.A. Hall .

i'his will free the two class rooms which are now

occupied in the main building, and give the Association quarters
that will be more satisfactory,

~ccording

to the statements of

the Secretary, and the student President of the Association .
This will enable the Library to extend into one or both the two
class
..,.,,..,,,,.
cornerArooms that flank it on each side, and which rooms are
splendidly lighted and in every way desirable .

These class

rooms can be moved to the present Y. M. C. A. quarters .

This in-

creased space will provide for the needs of the Library for five
or ten yearsfao come , and make a Library building not immediately
necessary .

In fact , I do not know where we would locate a Library

building so as to have it convenient to the students and faculty ,
even if we had the money at hand with which to build it , or Mr .
Carnegie would build one for us , which I am sure he will not do .
A Library to be used must be conveniently situated , and there can
be no doubt but that the present location is in that respect ideal .
The only other objection to the location in the College Building
is the danger of fire, and by putting chemical extinguishers
about the building, improving our nigh t watchman inspection service, and putting in an automatic sprinkler system in the basement
of the Chapel , I think the fire risk can be in a large measure
eliminated.

The proposed change would more than double the floor

space of our present Library quarters .

More space for the Library

is imperatively needed , and I do not see how it can be better
provided for than in the way suggested .
Evontua lly, if we should construct a

Gymnasi~

and YoMoO . A.

Buiili.dmng , we could quarter the Literary Societies there, (because
their halls are used only once a week) and in this way free some
of the best class rooms in the building .
A new edition of the Encyclopoedia Brittanica has been

~
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issued, and the advance subscription price is $125 .00.

It will

cost us nearly double this amount if we wait to purchase later.
I shall ask for an appropriation for thia particular item.
CONSTRUCTION & REPAIR DIVISION:
•

.

~

.,

...

~~

,··-t•'.\r

The Construction and Repair Di-

vision is under the immediate supervision of the President, subject
to instructions from the Exetutive committee.

The practical side

of the work is looked after by Mr. Joe Hewer, a very satisfactory
man, and the clerical work, as well as the designing, by Prof. Lee.
The operation of this important Divisionhas been most
satisfactory.

A large amount of good work has been done.

patch work methods of the past are gone forever, I hope.

The
The

College cannot afford a policy of cheap repair work, and I am not
recommending any such work to the Executive Committee.

During the

past eight months, the following large jobs have been completed:Residences for Profs. Perkins, Earle and Poats.
The School House.
The Laundryman's Residence.
Four new servant houses.
It is worthy of mention that all of the above were built without
exceeding the appropriations.
second story was added to

~rof.

In addition to the above work, a
Keitt's house, a largefamount of re-

pairing and painting done in the barracks, the painting of residences on the Hill nearly completed, and the President's office
moved to its present quarters.

By the end of the present fisca.l

year, the property will be in good condition, and the large appropriations necessary this year for repairs will not have to be
repeated.

f
"f~

We now have under way ~:_-ee c~o,~~ages for which an appro- C~
priation of ~~4 ,500 was made at the July meeting.

I think it wise

to ask the Board to add $300.00 to this figure, because our lowest
bid on the work is $4,800, and we cannot reduce the design without
impairing both the utility and appearance of the buildings.

It is

likely that we will build one of these houses with our own force,
and let out the other two by contract.
I believe it will be in the interest of the College to

(f~
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give out by contract to a reliable builder, all houses larger than
servant houses, confining the work of our local C. & R. force
to up-keep and repairs.

Oontractors can get lower prices on

material than we can, so that nothing is saved by our doing the
building, and with the difficulties in the way of getting labor
and material, the work drags along toward completion with interminable slowness.

The great demand for houses by newly married

couples suggests the idea of building an apa:t:n":,:i:

~':,".s"e.

accommodate those who wish to do light house-keeping.

to L' f

--

~

The house

that would accommodate four couples, giving each three rooms and
a kitchen, would cost about $4,000, whereas four cottages will

cost at least

~6,400.

I now have on hand seven requests over and

above the houses provided for.

The three that we are building I

expect to give to Professors Barre, Archibald Smith, and perhaps
"""" .. ..!:""'.

Bramlett.

.-

:'!'~~

-111>

"'

,;;;

""'"·~,..,.-..-~,

~y,~r~'!>'-?~~,-.,.,r<;·i.:.-....µ.· j!tj-~ ~~~'2">t..;"'

It will be necessary to provide a house for Mr. West,

if it is decided to have him live at Clemson.

The $1,600 cottages

we a·r e building would hardly be adequate for the size of his
family.

Ror $2,000 we could build a house which would be large

enough.
The greatest needs in the building line as I see it,
are an added story on Barracks #1, and piazzas for Barracks #2 .
The cost of these two projects will probably not exceed $ 18,000,
and I hope the Board will authorize that they be begun as soon as
vacation begins.

Only in that way can the work be done in time for

the next session's opening.

But for this necessity, I would defer

this recommendation until the July meeting.

The money could come

altoge1:1\ter out of next year's business if that were thought best.

H. L. & W. DIVISION:

Jka±,4rr

The condition and operation of the Heat,

Light and Water Division is one of the most satisfactory and
economical feature of the College management.

~
~

The new Power

Station now in its fourth year of operation, has been very satisfactory.

No accidents have interrupted the service, and the con-

centration of our several plants into one, and the utilization of
the exhaust steem for heating, brings us substantial returns on the

-

investment.

~5 2

-

The income from the sale of light and water to the

residents on the Hill amounts to nearly $1,200.

No large ex-

tensions of the service have been undertaken, except to connect
up the new residences to the water, light and sewer lines.
An appropriation will be necessary to do the same for
the cottages to be built this year, and this item will .appear later
under the head of needed appropriations .
THE CAMPUS:
campus .

The College owns no more valuable asset than its

~

~

Beautiful in its natural growth of oaks , it impresses

the casual visitor as nothing else we have does .

We can well

afford to give it attention, anOjin the course of years , spend much
money on it.
With the small appropriation made for that purpose,
at the Columbia meeting, and with the help of the convicts , a good
start has been made in laying the
main buildings.

o~;n!?.!J.,:4,. .,fl.W S

to connect the ~
~

We have a definite plan that we are working to,

which when completed, even if it talces years, will greatly enhance
the appearance of our grounds.

I

am very much indebted to Professors

Houston and Sweeney of the Civil Engineering Division for conducting
this work for

~e .

The campus off'ers an opportunity to use to advantage all
of the teams and convicts when they cannot be used on the farm .
We allow the farm a .'credi t of
75~ per day for each mule .

90¢

per day for each ·convict, and

Prof . Perkins puts the mules and con-

victE

dm

the campus when they can be sparlbd from thEJ work of the

farm.

I

do not dictate to him in this matter , because he is re-

sponsible for the successfa f the farm , and I do not wish to have
the campus interfere, but on the other hand, to help the farm to
make a showing .

We have a regular system of monthly reckoning,

whereby the farm gets credit for all the work done .

Heretofore , this

has been a matter of conjecture, often highly colored by individual
points of view .

Under our present system of accounting, the dis-

posal of every convict , mule and wagon is kept up with from day to
day .

f~
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most
Some of our largest andAimportant oaks are dying at the
tops, and should be given expert attention.

The Davey Tree Expert

Co. have made an inspection o:f them and offered to do what work is
needed at a :fixed charge per hour.
about $500 to do all

t~.at

They estimate that it would cost

is necessary.

T think we can affort to de-

vote at least $300 to a work of such importance.

The loss of some of

our trees growing near the main buildings would be very serious jjndeed.
THE LAND PURCHASE:

At the July meeting, an appropriation of

~

$15 ,0~

was made for the purchase of real estate, and a Committee consisting
of the Chairman of your Board and the Acting President, was empowered to close the several pending land transactions.
are now in shape for final signature.

All titles

A brief summary of the pur-

chases may be of interest:REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
The

J.P.Lewis Tract"
87 acres of up land ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • '!P !3,000.00
Interest for 1 year, Moh 1 10 - Moh 1 11 @ 7%....
210.00
~

\

Total ••••• $ 3,210.00
The "J.E.Lewis Tract"
19.8 acres bottom land@
$100 •••••••••••••••••• t.n 1,980.00
a .,
7. 2 acres up land w ~p75 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
540.00
11.79 acres up land in front of residence,
@ ~plOO •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• ,.
1,179.00
Total ••••• $ 3,699.00
The "Misses Lewis Tract"
101 acres bottom land) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $. 8,734.00
21 • 8 acres up 1 and )
.
Compensation to heirs, Richard Lewis...........
721.50

Total ••••• $ 9,455.50
SUMMARY OF COSTS.
J.B . Lewis Tract •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3,210.00
3,699.00
9,455.50
Rent of Lewis Bottoms, 1910 •••••••••.••••••.•••
450.00
Deed- (Jaynes) ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••
10.00
Buggy Hire . ..•••.•.•.•.••••••...•.••.••.....•.•
1.00
Total •••• $ 16,826.50
Appropriation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15,000.00
Necessary Additional ••••••••••• $ 1,825.50
J. E . Lewis Tract .•. ...••••.•..•..•..•..••.•••.
Misses Lewis ~ract••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••
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THE PRINTERY:
to me.

~f~

The operation of the Printery is very ti.nsatisfactory

f»--- ~~.

Prof. Doggett gives a good deal of time to, and take.s gre~-~

interest

i:~:;:: ~ork,

but he is not an expert in this line,

and~

I believe wasteful and unsystematic in his methods. I believe our
\\0

rk costs us more than if we gave it out by contract, and constant

delays on important jobs are vexatious in the extreme.

Well

managed, the Printery would be a great convenience and perhaps a
money saver, but as now operated, I feel sure it is a bad business
proposition.

I expect to give this matter careful attention, and

promise to straighten it out or report my fa:hl.ure to do so at your
July meeting.

The quality of the work done by the Printery is I

think quite creditable.

'I'he school bulletin, the Ga techism, the

College catalogue, the Treasurer's Annual Report, and several popular
school bulletins are among its principal products.
4~,.,~

THE EXPERIMENT STATION:

'~~
I do not believe that any Department
of

the College work deserves more praise than does the Experiment Statinn
for the progress made during the past year.

Prof. Harper and his

able colleagues have been diligent and loyal, and have substantial
results tu show for their labors.

The Experiment Station farm is

in splendid condition, and is well worth a visit by every member of
this Board.

Clemson College has in its service no more loyal, en-

thusiastic and energetic officer than Prof. Harper.

All of his time

and talents are devoted to its interests.
If time permitted, I should like to present the full report
of the Station which has been submitted to the Agricultural Committee.
I can here merely mention a few of its many activities.
Close co-operation has been maintained with the several
Divisions of the United States Department of Agriculture, and much
valuable work accomplished in consequence of these alliances.
The Division of Agriculture has charge of the
Farm, which is in splendid shape.
ingly good.

Sta~ion

The yields last fall were exceed-

'I'he best average cotton, the "Clemson college Select,"

produced at the rate of 3,100 lbs. of seed cotton per acre.
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An ensilage type of corn has been developed in every way
superior to other corn grown for this purpose in South Carolina.
This Division is co-operating with 135 farmers in the State in one
or more experiments.

In regard to this work , Prof. Harper says:-

"We are specializing in this work with cotton and corn, and
this spring we are planning to furnish a number of farmers with as
much as a peck of cotton seed of three of the leading varieties. We
will have growing ten of the best varieties now grown in the State
in all the different sections of the State. I have never undertaken
work in which more enthusiasm was shown by the farmers. Every farmer
who has heard about it is eager to co-operate, and all of them express appreciation of the fact that the trustees have JJmaugurated
this most important work."
It is in connection with this work, as well as to assist

~

the corn Breeders Association that I recommended at the

Columbia ~

meeting the election of a man to be added to the Station

Force~

~~

The Division of Entomology has been conducting investigations
~

2>J

on the Bill Bugs, Corn Root Worm, Corn Stalk Borer and Boll Worm.

Mr . Thomas is in immediate dharge of this work, and is stationed at
Marion in the center of the infected district.

The co-operative

work on the cotton and corn wire worm in Colleton, Bamberg and Beaufort Counties is still in progress.

Prof. Conradi is also working

with farmers to control fruit insects.

In this work he has been

assisted by Mr . L . P. Byars, the newly elected Assistant, and Mr .
Dew, a member of the Senior Class.

~

t1'l><> . A . f;

~

Prof. Conradi is asking for $130

to continue this work, and I heartily approve of this

appropriation~

Prof. Conradi is a man of ideas, and we cannot do better than encourage such men, and give them facilities to carry out their plans.

~

6t

The Division of Botany continues its classic work on ~
Cotton Anthracnose, on which disease Prof. ~~~r~ is recognized as ·~
a world authority.

His work during the past year has resulted in an

economical and easy method for controlling the disease, which is
worth millions of dollars to the farmersfar the South.

A single piece

of work of this character justifies the expense of the Experiment
Station for many years,if nothing else were done.

Thi s Division has

entered into an agreement with the Bureau of Plant Industry of the
United States Department of Agriculture, to assist

in having grown

77'
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and distributed wilt resistance cotton and cow pea seed.

Prof.

Barre estimates that wilt and root knot are causing the farmers of
South Garolina a loss of over one million dollars per annum..

~ ·1,

The Division"' of Ch~l!listry
.. has beEn working to discover ~
.....

~·

-~.:-'

and to isolate the Toxic principle in cotton seed meal, and for

(dv...]Gu.:.o:

thic purpose Mr . Keitt has devised some very ingenious apparatus •
. =

.-:·

His work has been of a high order .
The Division o:f Animal

has been testing effects

Husban~ry

~oJ,_

and Veterinary

1 ti:n~ <t

o;~·c·~~to~ - s~:~~-:ea~ , on""~'~·~;;-:~~~~,~~ ·~, --,~;~ ~ '

dairy herd has been quite satisfactory in the matter of milk
production .

Prof. Harper figures that twenty cows at 20¢ per gallon

for milk netted $74 .45 per head on the average over the cost of feed .
Prof. Barnett has devoted considerable time to the de-~---~·····

velopment and application of hog cholera serum .

~~ ·

~

In this work, Prof .

Harper recommends that we charge users of the serum with the cost
of producing it.

I am not ready to recommend this policy now, be-

cause the people are not familiar with its use, and any charge would
militate against its general introduction.
~he

dition.

Coast Experiment Station at Drainage is in fine

A detailed report will soon be published in bulletin

a few principal facts may be of interest.
About 100 acres are now drained, and under cultivation,
and we have enough pipe on hand to drain 100 acres more.
being built around the entire farm.
excellent.

A fence is

The crops last year were

As much as 550 lbs . of lint cotton and 72 bushels of

corn were produced per acre.

The landscape featµres as planned by

Berckmans have been nearly completed.
Prof. Harper makes the following encouraging statement in
his report to me:-

"We will
.

.
have enough hay and
grain above what will be necessary
to run the place, to be sold for $1 ,700, which will be turned into
the Treasury of the Gollege. Another year the place will be entirely
self-supporting. This is not considering, however, the ten acres
devoted strictly to experimental purposes, and the expense of these
ten acres I think, should be borne by our main Experiment Station."

17~
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As soon as the work of

improvemen~

and drainage now

under way is completed, I believe the ten convicts at this station
should be returned to the College , and a fewer number of free
laborers substituted .
CHANGES IN CURRIOULUMS :

Only a

~
few minor changes in curriculum
change in the Textile

are recommended by the faculty , one

and the others in the Agricultural courses .

As yet , Agricultural

education is in an experimental stage , and it will take time and
patience to arrive at a satisfactory result .

Changes which in the

judgment of the faculty are desirable should I think be made ,
especially when they do not involve the introduction of any new
subjects, and amount merely to a change in the chronology and
proportion of the subjects now taught .

Pages of the catalogue with

desired changes indicated thereon are made a part of this report .
IV . PUBLIC STATE WORK .
The public work may be divided into two classes, - that
required by law, and that undertaken by the Board on its ovm
initiative .

The total appropriation already made for these purposes

for the current year amounts to $83 , 484 . 33 .

The work required by

law is as follows:Fertilizer Inspection _& Analysis .
Agricultural and Textile Scholarships .
Veterinary Inspection and Tick Eradication .
Entomological and Nursery Inspection .
Manufacture of State Flags .
The work undertaken voluntarily by the Board embraces : The several activities of the Division of Extension Work
and Farmers • Institutes .
The Entomological and Veterin~ry work of the Agricultural
Department , which is in the nature of demonstration and
protective work .
The State Fiar Exhibit .
The Entomological & Botanical work of the Expt . Station .
The Co-operative Experimental work under the Expt . Station .
~
~
The Coast Experiment Station At Drainage .
V4.
~r
Veterinary Inspection & Tick Eradication :
~~®.:;_, _<:.,.. ~ ,,,,..::::m~v.:~~ ~~"'*~.r-~"1~~At:>~~~~~~~:l~1N"t(~t~11:~'~-~:5.i: 9,t<. :# '- ~'''f· . .

~~
A full report
of this

work has been furnished to the Veterinary Committee of your Board .
There is no item of general interest except the great increase in

-~
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the demands upon the Division.

'l'his is indicative of an increase

in the live stock interests, and should be welcome for that reason .
$500 additional will be necessary to c ontinue the work for the
rest of the session, and this will be recommended .
() ou_..;.--~

Agricultural & Textile Scholarships:
~

• ®

t"b,.....,,~-w;.1~.;kot..~"i ~:,;...~~:-<'~-"" :;_~,.:;-· ..z,_...,;«:'rc:<,_,_;,;

·- """;.;.

.

_ JJ!.DZS@'ll'~!Ft~'.~"(

1-- i2;~

The total scholarships in ~-

force this year are 126 Agricultural and 28 Textile, making a
total of 154.

~

Of this number, 90 are sons of farmers, 52 are not

sone of farmers, and 12 are in doubt .

The scholarship law under

which we have been working, and which puts in the hands of the County
Board the practical award of the scholarships, is very unsatisfactory.

I am afraid that politics has played some part in the ap-

pointments.

Certain it is that we do not get the class of students

distinguished by preparation or earnestness that we should get for
so large an expenditure .

The new law passed by the recent General

Assembly puts the award of' the scholarships in the hands of the
facult~ r some Committee of that body designated by your Board.

I

believe it should be our policy to give preference in awarding the
Agricultural scholarships to students who come from rural homes,
because it is well-nigh impossible from a pedagogic standpoint to
give successful Agricultural instruction to boys who know nothing
of elementary farm methods, and have little or no interest in them .

~~

The State Fair Exhibit:

~

-~ ~Every member of the Board who visited th ~

Columbia during the Fair , must have been proud of the exhibit which
Clemson made .

The exhibit was in every way representative of the

College and its work, and was splendidly arranged.

To Prof. Howard's

ability and energy is due to a very large part of the credit for our
excellent showing .

I trust that the Board will adopt a policy of

making an exhibit every year , so that there will not be any uncertainty about the matter , and we can go on throughout the session
getting our material together .

Usually the Board has not decided

upon this question until the July meeting , when it is too late to
save for exhibit purposes the best products from our farm , shops and
laboratories .
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Manufacture of State Flags:

The General Assembly of 1910

an Act requiring Clemson College to make in its Textile Department
south Carolina flags according to a design acceptable to the
Secretary of the State Historical Commission.

After considerable

correspondence between Mr . Salley and Mr. Doggett, and a personal
interview, a design was adopted, and the work of manufacture has been
progressing satisfactorily.

Evidently, there is no general com-

pliance with the law requiring schools to fly the State flag, for
we have sold only 104 flags, the majority of which were not for
schools.

We have made these flags in sizes ranging from 19' x 36 1

down to 19" x 32".

We have charged as follows for the most popular

sizes;-which are carried in stock:4 1/2 I X 8 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 3 • 36
3 1/6' x 5 1/3' ••••••••••• 2.14

Flags of other dimensions vary in price from $37.87 down to 54¢.
To manufacture these flags, we installed two special
sewing machines, costing $234 .00.

We have expended in the manufacture

of the flags, $741 .07, and have sold or have on hand. flags to the
amount of

~~829 .18.

Antioipa ting a large demand, we provided for it

and have on hand a good many flags ready to ship upon· receipt of
order, and about 100 practically made.

Entomological & Nursery Inspection:

~~~~oO

A full report of

;h~

~n made to the En1.omo1b'gi~~al ·aommi ttee of your Board.

As I have

stated elsewhere, Prof. Conradi has been acting as State Entomologist,
and has done the work in a most efficient manner.

He asks for $130 .00

to continue and extend his demonstration work in spraying and pruning, and I heartily

reco~.mend

it.

Fertilizer Inspection & Analys~s:

-speotion

districts

f ,_... t~ D..:_~

~

The number of fertilizer

r- .

in~~

have been increased from twelve to fourteen.

At

the November meeting of the Board in Columbia, the Board of Control
was authorized to employ a Chief Inspector.
Coffil'littee in~orms me tbat Mr.

w.

The Chairman of that

B. West was elected to this position

at a salary of $1 ,600, with an allowance of $25 .00 per month for

- 40 house rent, making a total of $1,900 ,

His travelling expenses,

Mr . Stackhouse estimates, will amount to $1 ,300, making a total
of $3 ,200 for this item.

The two added inspectors will cost

$1,400 additional, and it will therefore be necessary to increase
the appropriation fvr "travel and pay of inspectors" from $9 ,000
tp $13,600 .
ducts his work from that point.

He desires, however, to live at

Clemson.
As before mentioned,
to do the analytical work with greater dispatch than heretofore, and
this will undoubtedly be in the interest of the service.

The

changes and improvements in connection with the work of analysis
were mentioned under the head of the Chemical Department.

~S;-~
The Extension Division:

Briefly summarized, the work of'

the ~

tension Division is along the following lines:Farmers' Institutes.
Rural School Work .
Animal Industry Work .
Correspondence Instructicn.
Weekly Press Bulletins.
Popular Bulletins.
About 85 one-day institutes were held, and Prof. Barrow
estimates that fully 30,000 people were reached.

Several two,

three and five day institutes were held, with attendance averaging
about 100.

A final three day institute was held at the College, and

despite the heavy rains, wef.iad over 300 substantial farmers in
attendance.

{Y"u-t_. .

Mr . Haddon, elected last July for this worl{:, has done

)~

excellent service, in helping the rural schools and in forming clubs
among the students.

He is working regularly with about twelve

schools and visits others on request.
'l'he Animal Industry work was carried on by Mr . Jackson,
and after his resignation, by Prof' . Archibald Smith.

F>~. L.N .5~

77~

Cf~~
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Mr . Jackson's work was very satisfactory, and he showed
us marlied consideration in assisting us to get Pr?£,:..

~~~~~. ~,1:1.:,

The

f~

latter is a splendidly equipped man, and has made a fine impression
has
There are over 200 farmers in South Oarolina
whenever he~gone.
feeding beef cattle, and Prof. Smith has devoted the fall and winter
to assisting them.

He expects to devote the spring and summer to

hog raising.
Heretofore, the Dairy Division of the United States Department of Agriculture has furnished us with a man to assist in
Dairying, and we hope that this policy will be continued.

If not,

in time we will have to add such a man to our force of extension
workers.

~~
~

Thf::~~~~ :P,~,:rl~~n~~ , ~, ~l.l=~~~ has just sttJ:rted, with thirteen
pupils, including teachers, farmers and one mill president.

~~

The weekly press bulletins have been sent out nearly
...

:....

--.

.,

.

every week to every newspaper in South earolina.
-,~,

We believe that

a sufficient number publish them to justify their continuance .

The

articles have not in all cases been up to standard, and I hope to
see them improve.

P_::o_f:_B~;r_ow,. hopes

to obtain f'rom the railroad next

~

summer two or three coaches which can be fitten up for carrying
live stock for judging, and apparatus for demonstration purposes.
This is a form of institute work deservedly popular in other States,
and I shall be glad to see it revived here.

Teaching by demonstration

is the most effective form of institute work, and I trust virill
speedily supersede almost entirely mere talk.
In addition to the extension work donw by the

P_~ .

Extension ~

Division, Prof . Oo~radi has carried on demonstration work in spraying,
and Prof. Thompson in
.-

(;/'-

pru...~ing.

can be wisely extended .

This work has made quite a hit, and

\f~· ~,

Prof. Burgess, as Secretary of the South Carolina Live

777
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Stock Association , has done good service .
I believe that extension work should not, by any means,
be confined to the Extension Division , but that every Division of
the Agricultural Department and Experiment Station should do all it
can along this line .

I think it unwise to have detached specialists

in the Extension Division, for example, an Animal Husbandryman ,
Entomologist , et6 . , but that all extension work along technical lines
should be delegated to the proper Division .

In this opinion , Prof .

Perkins and Prof . Harper concur .
The Extension Division should properly handle all institutes and school and correspondence workl and any other form of
outoide work not represented by a Division o:tr the Agricultural Department .
In concluding this sketch of the work done , I wish to say
that the College has made substantial progress a l ong lines that
will eventually silence criticism, establish confidence , and bring
the poeple to a realization of the place which their Agricultural
College has in the State ' s progress .

V. RECOMMENDATIONS .
Based upon the report just read, I have the honor of
making the following suggestions , recommendations and requests:1.
I

I

resignations ,
present the following-" which in behalf of the Board ,

have accepted, and request your approval of my action -

D:(To, J1:. ·~
~ - Asst . Prof .
take ~ffect Sept . 15 ,

(a)

Prof .

Carding & Spinning .

(b)

~~· . , ,,£:,.TTolaY.:e
J . McA~~_:n, _
J r . - Assistant Prof .
errect Jan. 1 , 1911)

19lm)

Chemistry .

(c)

Mr . L . O. Watson - Assistant Chemist , State Work .
-"'--tT6'""'1.aK'eeff'ec t Sept • 1 , 191 o)

(d)

Mr . J . C. Littlejohn - Instructor in Wood Work
~__..~fTO-talfe'6"~t Sept . 1 , 1910)
•

(e)

Mr . W. __A. Thomas

- Assistant in Entomoloty .
-~'fT'o"'''taK'e"'e1"f'e ct Sept • 1 , 191 o)

p~,

~
'~J .
/ ,~ ~

hv-<-,.

J' r-J)

~

~.~.@.

~~

htx...

U) .

a..'

~

~
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rruv~r·hV

(2. ._..b~

( f)

Mr . Jno . 14, Gaiiique - Assistant to the Oommandant .
· - - (To take eff'ect March 1, 1911)

(g)

Mr . 1' . F . Jackson
Assistant in Animal Husbandry.
"~ fH.:xfension Division)
(To take effect Sept. 1st , 1910 . )

2.

~.i.f

~

I request confirmation or the following appointments made by

authority of Section 5, Article X of the By- laws: CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT.
(a)

G. F . Lipscomb of Alabama - Asst . Professor Chemistry .
Salari $1 , 500 . Eff'ective Sept . 4 , 1910 .
(To succeed R. A. Hall,resigned)

r/J. ~ .t-rv<:. ~

(b)

D . J • McAdam, Jr.of Pennsylvania - Asst . prof . Chemis t ry .

( c)

H . J • Smith of -Miss .-, .

{d)

Salary $1 , 500 . Effective Sept . 15, 1910 .
(To succedd Prof . Henry,promoted)

- Assistant Professor Chemistry .
Salary $1 , 500 . Effective ~ 15, 1911 .
.
(To succeed Dr . McAdam,resigned)

~.1.1r. te.~

C. VJ . Rice of' South Sarolina , (C . A ~ C ' 08) - Asst . Chemist .
- salary $1 , 000 . Effective Oct . 18, 1910 .
(To succeed L . o. Watson, resigned)

<l.e.~

(e) J . E . Toomer of North Garolina - Assistant Chemist . 6'.

(~alary $1 , 000 . Effective Sept . 28 , 1910 .
(To succeed J . H. Mitchell ($1,200) on Leave of absence)

(a)

H.

Maryland - Associate Prof . Horticulture,.,
Salary $1 , 700 . Effective Sept. 13 , 1910 .
f</. c....
(To succeed D. C. Mooring not re- elected last July) T~.Stn'V

{b)

J . G. Ha]) of

{c)

A~¥,?~e~

(d)

G. C. C~~mR_~~~ of Alabam~ - Assistant in Entomology . ~.~.
Salary $900 . 00 . Effective Sept. 26 , 1910 .
(To succeed W. A. Thomas, transferred)
~~

c . _'J;'h_9:qu:~.§Q!l.Pf'

M~ssouri - Associate Professor Botany .
- - - -vra1ary $1 , 700 . Eff'ecti ve sept . 10, 1910.
(To succeed L . I . Kni ght , not re - elected)

·

J. ~. J...J-o..LL

of Virginia - Instructor in Bacteriology .
Salary $900 . 00 . Ef:f'ective Sept. 15, 1910 • .
(New position created at July meeting)

11

I
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(e)

Archibald Smith of Qanada - Assistant in A.Yl.imal Husbandry .
~~'""'"'"' .,. Extension Division .
Salary $2 , 000. Effective Sept. 7 , 1910 .
(To succeed T. F . Jackson , resigned)

~·~,,

EXPERIMENT STA1'ION . - STATE WORK .
~--~"-"'~""""'~~"'"''"'''·

(a)

{b)

L.

,_,,

··'"""" ,.

'"' ·"·

L .P,

~ ~

?f South Carolina (C . A. 0 1 08) Experimental Field
---"'"I"a tholog1st .
Salary $800 . 00 . Effective Jan . 1st , 1911 .
(New position created at July meeting)
P . , ,}3.~.~r?

l)l.Q...~

W. A~. ,.. l'.-09.m~s, oEf, South Carolina, ( C. A. C. ' 08) Experimental
~Field ntomologist .
Salary $800 . 00 . Effective Sept. 1 , 1910.
(New position created at July meeting)
TEXTILE DEPARTMENT .

(a)

Fred
M

-

England - Asst . Prof . Carding & Spinning.
Salary $1 , 500 . Effective Oct . 2 , 1910 .
(To succeed D. E. Earle , resigned)

'I'~iJs~.r .~ of

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT .

~ ~~

~.lf.f~

Follr of South Sarolina (C . A.C . ' O"l) Instructor in Wood Work.
· Sa1'a ry $900 . 00 . Effective Sept . 4th, 1910 .
(To succeed J . C. Littejohn, resigned)

{a)

G. H .

(b)

J . ·F. Allison of Pennsylvania - Instructpr in Forge & Foundry
--··· .,..., ···&lary - ~soo.oo . Effective Oct . 17 , 1910 .
(To succeed z. R. Lewis , resigned)

r.f~

THE LIBRARY .
(a)

Miss A. A. Porcher of South Garolina - Assistant Librarian
sa.Tary -~ $6 00·. o o.
Effective Sept. 5 , 1910 .
(New position created at July meeting)
PRESIDENT ' S OFFICE .

{a)

W. P . White of South Carolina (O . A. C. 1 10) - Registrar .
Effective Sept . 5 , 1910 .

'---·· -~· sa:tal:"y $900.00 .
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3.

I present with regret the following resignations, and

since we h a ve no alternative, I recommend that they be accepted:(a)

I

~. w.C.~ ./

Mr . VI . c. Tuclrnr.J' Book-keeper to take ef:f'ect as soon as
practicable •
n ID n

(b)

~ -.1(,j. v• \..k..-e:v1

Dr . G. C. Crampton as Assistant in Entomology , to take
ef:f'ect April 1st , 1911 .

4 • . I recommend the following elections :-

j

..j-

r~

0vv.s.w.~

(a) Mr . s . w. Evans, Book- keeper at salary of $1 , 500 , to take
ef:fect upon Mr-. Tucker ' s retirement .

/

~.r,N-.~

5.

I request your approval of the year ' s leave of absence

granted Mr . J_. H...,,. Mi tchel.l , Assistant Chemist , which action was
,l

,,.-

taken after consul t a. ti on with , and upon the acquiescence of' your
Chairman .

~

I recommend that the position of Registrar an a salary of

6.
~;goo . 00

This leave began Sept . 1st , 1911 .

be abolished, and the position of Assistant to the President

be created at a salary of $1 , 500 per annum .

7.

I recommend that the By-laws be waived and the re - ele ction

of Prof . Perkins be deferred until the July meeting .
I recon:i.'1lend that !.Ir . Schiletter ' s salary be fixed at $ ;t.,,7.00

~-~

per annum .
ng Presid
_ding

the pre nt
ital into y
to Jul Meeting .
10 .

'R:'T1'1!'1'o.£lr:lA.

nt~s e

to make
converting
ilies ,

~n~

submit

'up~~

~~
I recommend that the College make an exhibit at the State

, : /Fo.ir in 1911 , and that the matter of' t he Cadet Encampment in Qolumbia

during the State Fair be left to the discretion of the President
College and the President of the Boar d .
11 .

o ~th~-l-l-.~J'

~~

I recommend that an additional story be put on Barracks fl,

to begin as aoon as possible after the close of ,the session .
. ~ 't '
...,/\ A
{r. \. '
~u.. e:< ,,,.J_ t<' ~
I ~-t, /'.-( ,, A.- !.A---( ~ "1C,1.> t !i • / 7 {) v f>
A

~

c:rYU

~ko
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'\,

..

r

I recommend that piazzas be added to Barracks #2 as
., , ....
shown on accompanying plans .
12 .

J

~

V 13 .

v/"'~-~!

~,fi,_

I recommend that the cha~ges in the Textile and Ag~ul~

Courses)l.pproved by the Faculty a nd shown on attached sheet , be

-

-

adopted .

~

I r ecommend that the forces in Entomology and in

14 .

Ani~~

and Dairy Divisions respectively , be combined to form

Husband~y

the following Division:-

/

~Jr~Jr_

Division of Entomology and Bacteriology :

~p1J:~
Head of Division, Prof . Conradi, - Entomologist to the Sta,tic.n1
Associate Professor of Entomology and Bacteriology , and State f~
Entomologist .
Salary - $1 , 900 , to be paid as at present from Stat ion funds .
t

lv-:f? ~

Gee - Assistant Professor of Entomology , and Assistant:
State Entomologist .
Salary - $1 , 500 .
.u..a.._.P•••

-

w.

I

- Assistant in Entomology .

Salary $900 . 00 . UJ.U.,.~

A. Thomas - Field Assistant in Entomology .
'

Division of Animal Husbandry & Dairying :

Salary ~~800 . 00 .

·-cr

r}LA~-~r-

g~

Head of Division, Prof . Archibald Smith, (now ABsistant i:nlmimal
Husbandry in Extension Divi~ ont_
Animal Rusband~an to St ation,
Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry and Dairying .
Salary $2 , 000.
.
(jS--r-~~

Dr . Enoch Barnett.,,(now Animal Husbandq man & Veterinarian to
Station) - Veterinarian to Station, and Assistant in Animal Husbandry .
Salary $1 , 900 .
iJ>~· cfe.lf.~

Prof . D. o. Nourse
Husbanary and Dairying .
Prof . J .
Husbandry and
15 .

I

- {As now) Associate Professor of Animal
Salary $1,700 (as at present) tD . . J~d.
\)~·er· Jn·~
- (as now) Assistant Professor of Animal
Salary $1 , 500 (as at present)

respectfully suggest the following amendments to the

By- laws: -

11- •• Pa ge 6 : - Amend (c) Section 6, Article III , so as to refer
only to cotton seed meal tags .
2 • • •• Page 11 : - In Sec . 7(a), Article VI, third line , strike out

the word Physics, and on
Page 12 :- Section ll(a), Article VI , second l ine , insert
after Political Economy the word Physics .

3 •••• Pag e 14:-

Annul Sections 5 & 6 , Articl e VI I . '~

~-Lws
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4 •••• Page 14:- Strike out in Section 3, Article VIII, the
clause';&nafschedule or hours for the working of the student
body in each Department."
5 ••.• Page 17:- In Section 6, Article X~ , strike out the
second clause of the first sentence, beginning "Whose consent shall be necessary," etc.
6 •••• Page 20:- In Section 2(d) Article XI, after words
"Chemical Department, 11 insert "And all expense pertaining,
to the inspection and analysis of fertilizers."
7 •••• Page 20:- In Section 3, Article XI, tenth line, after
word uniforms, insert "etc."

s .... Pages

21 & 22:- In section 6, Article XI, add to the
endorsement required the following sentence:- "Payment of'
this bill will not overdraw appropriation f'or this item."

9 •••• Page 22:- Add to Section 8, Article XI.;. the following:"Or by special permission of the Board of Trustees."
10 •••• Page 22:- Section 1, Article XII, revise to read in
part as follows - "The first election of 6fficers and
teachers in the College shall be for one yea:v.u
11 •••• Page 23:- For Section 2, Article XII, substitute the
following - : "At least three months notice to the President
of the College shall be required before a position can be
vacated, provided however, that this notice may be waived
by mutual consent. The pay of any employee of the College
shall cease on the day his resignation:_ ts accepted in
behalf of the Board by the President of the College." "
12 •••• Page 15:- Add the following new Section to Article X.
' "It shall be the duty of the President of the College to
attend all Board meetings, and standing Committee meetings,
except when any of the above meet in Executive Session,
in which case he may attend by invitation only. He shall
have the right (when recognized by the Ohair) to express
his opinion on any pending question." '
13 •••• Page 5:16.

Section 4(c) Article III, strike our clause (c).

I respectfully repeat the recon'1. .nenda ti on made at the

~~

Columbia meeting that we create in the Agricultural Division of

~~~

Experiment Station (State Work) a position to be known as "Associate
Agriculturistt' at a salary of $1,900 and a house.

thi; ·p~si tion,

if created,

I recommend for

~·.- ..:~·,..~,:-.~.~:,~~ .. ~f·"' Oolu.111bia,

now in

rrvi~

charge of the Government Farm Demonstration Work in South Garolina.
Continuing the Farm Management Work, Mr. Smith could assist Prof.
_,,.,,.,,,,,..~'"'-

_.,..,.,.. .,,,,.v-.-·...-~'''"''

Harper with our Co-operative Experimental Work, and assist
Breeding Work.

~n -

Corn

Mr. Smith is a well qualified man, with can-

siderable executive ability and good experience. Half of the salary
should be paid from the College, and half from the Station.

~
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17 .

I re spe ctful l y submi t the following

appr o pr iatJ_qv,~ ~ .
..,

;

.... 1._,

'""'°"'"'•··. ;..,/<.,

'~~· .......

for your consideration: -

~·~ ~-)~~~ _...- . ~~#!'/{'µ¥,'~'~

--

1.
2.
3.

4 ..

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
1 1.
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
l:G

17.

Sch ool Bull eti n ............................... $
An.nual Report • ..•..•......••...•.....••...•.•.
Two Wat chman ' s Olocl{s ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Office Supplies - Presi dent ' s Office •••••••••
Y. M: . c . A. Hymn Books ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
Mi s c e ll aneous Bulletins ••••.••••••••••••••••.
Premiwn on Or dnance Property ••••••••••••• • •••
Concrete Cul vert on McAdam Road ••••••••••••••
Dues to Amer . Association Agri . Colleges •.•••
Encyl copoedia Br ittanica •••••• • •.•••••• • .••••
Closet , Mete r and Sewe r Connections ••••••••••
Improving Sch oo l Gr ounds •••••••••••••••••••••
Extr a Help in Treasur er ' s Offi c e •••••••••••••
Lar ge Photogr aphs •••••••..••••••••••••.••.•.•
Cement VValks •• ••..•••••••••..•••.•••••.••••••

T
n
.
.... Poe uepa11
a • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Addit i onal for Real Esta te •••••••••••• • ••••••

~'itQ

1 , 825 . 50
A=,% 5 t'f . ~~
Total ••••• $ 4 , 539 . 50

AGH.ICULTURAL DEPARTMENT .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

550.00
165 . 00
1 20 . 00
200 . 00
25 . 00
250 . 00
75 . 00
1 00 . 00
50 . 00
125 . 00
114 . 00
40 . 00
300 . 00
50 . 00
250 . 00

Lab;;;o;~~;;~'" ni·;~~~~;::~

~~

~~

Addi t ional
••••••• $
Additional for Postage , etc ..................
Legal Ser vices for Veterinar y Divisi on .......
Cement for Til e Machi ne ............... .. .....
Express and Postage on Plant s f or Schools ....

25 . 00
100 . 00
50 . 00
1 0 . 00

Total ••••••• $ 535 . 00
FARM , HERD & CONVICTS .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .

f~ 1~) 0
)

Pick ing and Packi ng Cotton and Wool •••••••••• $
8 . 37
Overdraft on Repai r s to Machinery , etc .......
95 . 60
Implements and Repairs .......................
150 . 00
Mi scellaneous Small Items ....................
25 . 00
20 Bushels Sorgum Seed .......................
25 . 00
150 Bushels Peas for Seed . . ..................
300 . 00
Repairs to Barns (Lumber) ....................
25 . 00
Lumber for Mule Lot Fences ...................
25 . 00
1 000 posts and 1 Mil e Wire Fence .......... .. .
200 . 00
One Disc Harrow ..............................
35 . 00
One Mowing Machine ..................... . .....
53 . 55
Si x Percheron Mares •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 , 800 . 00

Two

}~ful es ....................................

Harness for New Team .........................
Two New Wagons ••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••

One F r eight Wagon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Four Tamwor th Sows •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Water Piping to New Hog Lots •••••••••••••••••
Four Fr ee Labo r e rs a t $25 . 00 ••••••••••••••..•

( Shift $25 . 00 from Item 42 to Item 45 .,

500 .00

50 . 0 0
125 . 00
75 . 00
200 . 00
40 . 00
400 . 00

Potal ••••• $ 4 , 132 : 52

JJ

£)_

~
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CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS.

~~,~~~:::.>.~

~-

Painting Tin Roofs ••••••• ·• •••••••.••••.•••••• • $
1.
2 .., . Roof & Reprs, Sease's Servant House •••••••••••
3 .. Roof & Reprs, etc., Conradi's House ••••••.••.•

4.

5.
6.
7.

s.

9.
10.

Additional
Additional
Additional
Blinds for
Additional

Room (Dr. Brackett) ••.•••••••••••••
Appropriation for 3New Residences ••
for ~ngineering Building •••••••••••
o. C. Newman's Residence •••••••••••
on Work in Main Building ••••.••••••
Repai~,.-e-g. House\l •••••••••
Screens for Mess-hall and Kitchen ..•••••••.•••

95.00
60.67
244.00
240.00
300.00
85.00
77.00
248.00

2u:-oo

50.00

Total •••••• $ 1,61.... 67

M~SOEL~AN~O~S '" ~ATE ~O~~. _
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

~t'..J..L~

~&.,;
$

.r ......

Extra for "Travel & Pay pf Inspectors"
Extra Labor for Analytical Work...............
Orchard Extension Worlc (Conradi). . • • . • • • • • • • • •
Extension Work in Mill Villages...............
Additional for Farmers' Institutes............
Additional for Veterinary Inspection..........
Cost of Preachers' Institute..................
Cost of Agents' Meeting.......................
Overdraft on Cadet Encampment.................
Overdraft pn State Fair Exhibit...............
Farmers' Short Course.........................

ZJ<'.iL- ~

.+,oeo,oo ..f".cca. 0 ¢
126.00
130. 00
50.00
500.00
500.00
88.00
57.00
67.86
31.54
134.58

Total •••••• $ 6,284.98

.3 ..rt'. & 0

'GI

'GfcIAL

1.
2.
3.
4.

ITEMS.

o~~:~-;.:~-;;
~# 1
#2.......................

Fourth Story
•••••••••••••••••• $ i e,000.00
Piazzas on Barrac¥..s
3,000.00
House for W. B. West ••• ~··•••••••••••••••••••
2,000.00
Repairs to 1·11cAdam Road, ( $~00 appropriated)...
500. 00
EXPERIMENT STATION - Hatch Fund.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

~ ~~

~~

Freight on State Fair Exhibit •••••••••••••••• $
Expense J. N. Harper to Corn Expo ••••••••••••
Labor, Horticultural Division ••.••••••.....••
Seeds, Plants and Supplies •••••••••••••••••••
Extra Office Help ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••

52.00
55.00
100.00
75.00
150.00

Total •••••••• $ 432.00

18.

I recommend that any unexpended balance on the Hatch

and Adams Funds which,if not used,would at the end of the fiscal
year revent to the Government, be expended in the discretion of
the Director of the Station, and the President of the College.
Respectfully submitted,
Acting President.
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COURSE III. AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY.

COURSE VII. TEXTILE INDUSTRY
Freshman Class.

Freshman Class.
Hours per
week
'':_pn;..:i

e:

g a.
,.... t:

@~

~

Bours per
week

... i:i.

~

aa

a~..,

THEORETICAL
Mathematics (520-521) ....•...•
English (501) •...................
History (511-513) ............•...
Agriculture (101) ..............

5 5 5

555
333
2 2 2

PRACTICAL
Wood Work (270) ..............
Freehand Drawing (240) ......
Mechanical Drawing (242) ....
Forge Work (200) ........ ......
?.rnitary Drill (602) ..... .... . ..

Sophomore Class.

Mathematics (522-4-5) .........
EHgllsh (502) •...................
History (514) ....................
Chemistry (300) ................
Physics (230) ....................
Civil Engineering (531) ...... ..

5
3
2
3
2
0

3
3
2
3
2
2

3
3

2

3
2
2

5
2
1
2

5
2
2
2

21
0 0
2 2

3
3
3
3
3

3
.I
3
3
3

F'0undry (251) ...................
Pattern Making (272) ........
Mechanical Drawing (244) .... .
Chemical Lab. (301) .......... .
Descriptive Geometry (230) ..
Civil Engineering (531) ...... ..
Dl'ill (602) .......................

2
2
2
3
3
0
3

Machine Shop (260) ............
Chem. Lab. (303) .........•....
Dyeing Lab. (420) .............
\Yeavlng (410-411) ..............
Carding and Spln'g (.j()()-406) ..
Military Drill (602) .......... ..

33 3
3 3 0
0 0 3
3 3 3

Junior Class.

Mathematics (525-527) ......... 5
English (503) .................... 2
Textile Chemistry (420) ....... 1
Designing (412) ............ .... 2
Carding and Spln'g (400-406) .. 2
Mechanism (210) ............... 2
ME.chanlcs (211) .......... .... . 0
Military Science (600) ........ 1

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
2
2
0 0
2 2
3 3
3
3
2
2

33 3
33l

1 1

Senior Class.

l!)nglish (504) ...................
Pc>lltical Economy (515) ......
Mechanical Eng. (213) .......
Cr.rdlng and Spln'g (407-409) ..
T <?xtile Chemistry ( 421) ......
Designing (412) ......... .... .. ..
Cioth Analysis (414) ...........
Weaving (410-411) ..............
J'lcquard Designing (413) ....
Military Science (601) .........

0 2•3
3 2*0

33
22
22
22
1 2

0
2
2
2
2

Mechanical Lab. (215) . . . . .. . . 0 3 3
Cam. Drawing (~49a) ........ (,fo O
Carding and f:pln'g (400-406) . .(.2)3 3
Dyeing (421) .... .............. . . 3 3 3
Weaving (410-411) .............. 4 3 3
:r.:ilitary Drill (602) ............ 3 3 3

111

002

1 1 1

*Political Economy ends and Senior English begins at midd!e
of second term.

THEORETICAL
Mathematics (520-521) ........ 5 5 5

PRACTICAL
Wood Work (271) .•.. . .... ...
~~gllsh (501) ................... 5 5 5
Freehand Drawing (240) ......
1story (511-513) ................ 3 3_ 3
Mechanical Drawing (243) ..
Agriculture (100) •.........._..• ;~ Forge Work (252) ... ... ... . ..
. _ . -~ Botany (171) ............ ... ... . •
~-::i;
Bookkeeping (540) ... .. ...... . .
Military Drill (602) ............

Sophomore Class.

322

2 2 2
2 2 2
3 2 2

o2 2
2 2 2

33 ~

Mathematics (522) .. ........... 5 O O Chemistry (301) •............... 3 3 3
English (502) ••• •. . . ......... . .. 3 3 3
Civil Engineering (531) ...... o 2 2
Chemistry (300) ........ ~· ... 3 3 3
Zoology & Entomology (140:(_3)"3 3
Agriculture (101) .. . .... ~ ... O"ID2
Botany (172) ....................@"""
Physics (231-233)
••.•...•.•... • 2 3 3
Agriculture (101) ....... ....... O 4 4
Civil Engineering (531) .• ... . 0 2 3
Physiography (117) ........ .... 3 o Q
Zoology & Entomology (140)<'.[ID2\
l\~litary Drill (602) ..... ..... .. 3 3 3
Botany (172) ...... ,_, ... ~@o ~·

<.!::-'

Junior Class.

English (503) ...................
History (514) .• ••••••.•.•.••••• . •
Chemistry (304) ................
Mineralogy (111) .•. ....... .....
Botany (172J ••..•...............
Horticulture (120) •. ... ... .... •
Agriculture (le:!) ..............
Dairying (161) .•. . .. . .• ..... ....
Animal Husbandry (150-152) ..
Forestry (173) .•......••.••....•
Military Science (600) ........

2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2 2

2 22

2 0 0
2 O2

022
2 2 0
O2 2
2 OO
1 1 1

Chemistry (303) ..••.... .. ..... . . 6 6 6
Mineralogy (111) .•............. o 2 2
F'orestry (173, 175) ••.•.... ..... . (Do o
H ortlculture (12l) ..•........... 2 o 2
Agrlcultur!l (102) •...•.......... O 2 2
Dairying (162) .................. o 2 o
Military Drill (602) .••... .... .. 3 3 ~
L:. IV""rf'-'"'• 't.. 0 ~
J

•

Senior Class.

Political Economy (515) . •...••
English (504) .............. .... .
Chemistry (302) ................
Horticulture (122) •.•.......•...
Agriculture (103-105) ......... ..
Geology (111-112) ...............
Bacteriology (142) ............
Botany (176) •••.•...•...•.•.•.•
Animal Husbandry (157, 153) .•
Military Science (601) •.••...•

3 2*0
O 2*3
222
2 O3
33O
23 2
022
2 OO
0 2 2

Chemical Lab. (305) . • . . . . . . . . .
Horticulture (122) •.. . .. ...... ..
Bacteriology (142) ••.....•.....•
Animal Husbandry (160) .. ...
Bctany (176). . ... ..... .. ........ .
Mil!tary Drill (602) ........•. . .

666

2 O3
O3 3
OJ Q
4 Oo
33 ~

1 1 1

*Political Economy ends and Senior English begins at middle
of second term.

COURSE I. AGRICULTURE

COURSE II. AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL
INDUSTRY.

Freshman Class.
Hours per
week
"'J Ul H

Freshman Class.

::;

Hours per
week

THEORETICAL
Mathematics (520-521) .•.•.•.• 5 5 5
English (501) • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 5 5 5
History (511-513) ..........•..... 3 3 3
Agriculture (100) ...
-21QJD
~6."'31 ~71)
•
· - - .....-lHH!-

·@!>-.

PRACTICAL
Wood Work (271) •.........••
Freehand Drawing (240) .•...•
Mechanical Drawing (243) ••
Forge Work (2ji2) ..•.........
Botany (171) ...................•
Bookkeeping (540) ............•
Mllltary Drill (602) .•.••••..•••

Sophomore Class.

THEORETICAL
Mathematics (520-521) ••..•.••
English (501) .................•.
History (511-513) ..••..•.. @ ..
Agriculture (100) ••......•••.••

PRACTICAL
Wood Work (271) •.••.••••••.
555
Freehand Drawing (240) ..•...
3 3 3 .@ Mechanical Drawing (243) .•
2<lkQ5 - Forge Work (252) .......•...•
~~
Botany (171) ...•..•.••..••••••••
Bookkeeping (540) .............
Military Drlll (602) •..••••.••••

32 2
2 2 2
2 2 2

322
O2 2

0 2 2
2 2 0
0 2 2
2 22
2 0 0
1 1 1

Political Economy (515) •..••.
English (504) . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Animal Husbandry (157,155,153)
Veterinary Science (134-135) .•.
Geology (111-112) .......•.•.••.•
Agriculture (103-105) •.••...•••
Bacteriology (142) •.•.••.•.•••
Military Science (601) .••••..•

3 2*0
O 2*3
4 22
2 2 3
2 3 2
3 3 2
O2 2
1 1 1

Chemical Lab. (303, 305) ...•.•. 3 3 3
Horticulture (l21) .............. 2 o 2
Agriculture (102) •........••••• o 2ca>--Dairying (162) .................• 3 3 o
r,:;,
Forestry (173, 175) •.......••.••• (Vo o ~
Animal Husbandry (154) •...•• O o<D----@)
Veterinary Science (130-131) •• o 4 o
Mllltary Drlll (602) ••.......••• 3 3 ~

€)

I ,,,_..,.,, M

<'1-#

G

y.

.

.~ 0 0

Senior Class.
Animal Husbandry (160) •....•
V eterlnary Science (136) ......
Bactenology (143) ..•.•..••...••
Dalrylng (162) • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . • . •
Agriculture (103-105) .••.....••
Military Drill (602) ••.•.....•••

3{[j>-

333

o@2 oo

443
3 3 a

*Political Economy ends and Senior English begins at middle
of second term.

5 5 5

Sophomore Class.

2 2 2
3 3 a

~ Junior Class.
202

g:

....
g:.... "'
,..._CD
3'" ..,
83

©: ....

2 2 2
2 22
222

~

" ' 0 ..,

.... ::s "'

Mathematics (522) •.•........•. 5 0 0
Chemistry (301) •..•..•.•...•••• 3 3 3
English (502) •..•.•......•...... 3 3 3
Civil Engineering (531) ...•.• o 2 2 a.,
Chemistry (300) ...•..•
3 3 3
Zoology & Entomology (140XlJ3 3 ~
~
Agriculture (101) ..•... o .:: .. O""W2
Botany (172) ..•..•••...•.•.....• ~ ~~
Physics (231-233)
........••..•. 2 3 3
Agriculture (101) .•.....•.•..•• o 4 4
Civil Engineering (531) ••.... 0 2 !
Physiography (117) ••...••...•. 3 o o
Zoology & Entomology (140) ~ 2 '\ ¥Jlltary Drill (602) •.......•... 3 3 3
Botany (172) ...... ··..:.:. <.·••• ~ O ~
English (503) .•.•........•......
History (514) •.............•.....
Chemistry (304) ................
Horticulture (120) •.........•..
Animal Husbandry (150-152) .•
Dairying (161) .•.•....••......••
Agriculture (102) ...........•..
V6terinary Science (130-131) ••
Forestry (173) ••..•.....•.•... ·••
Military Science (600) ........

85

CLEMSON COLLEGE

87

iliEMSON COLLEGE

3 2 2
2 2 2

222
322
0 2 2
222
3 33

Mathematics (522) ••....•.•.••• 5 0 0
Chemistry (301) •••.•.....••.••• 3 3 3
English (502) ................... 3 3 3
Civil Engineering (531) .....• 0 2 2~
Chemistry (300) ..•...••.•.•.... 3 ~ Zoology & Entomology (140)~:..'7)
Agriculture (101) .•......•.•.••. O,J) 2 - Botany (172) •.....•.••••••...•.•([_g)o ~
Physics (231-233)
......••..•.•. 2 3 3
Agriculture (101) •••••••.••••.• 0 4 4
Civil Engineering (531) ••.... 0 2 !
Physiography (117) •...••.•...• 3 0 0
Zoology & Entomology (140) !]>2\ ..Military Drill (602) •...•.....•• 3 3 3
Botany (172) .......•... ~ o ~~

<l:J>-

Junior Class.

English (503) • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
History (514) ..............•.•.••
Chemistry (304) •.••••.•.•.••..•
Horticulture (120) •..•..•....••
Animal Husbandry (150-152) .•
Dairying (161) ...•.•...•.....•.•
Agriculture (102) ••.•.......•..
Veterinary Science (130-131) .•
Forestry (173) •...•..•.•..••..••
Military Science (600) .....•..

2 2
2 2
2 2
2 0
0 2
2 2
0 2
2 2
2 0
11

Political Economy (515) •..•••
English (504) •••..•..••...•.•.•.
Agriculture (103-105) •.•.•.•.•.
Animal Husbandry (157, 153).
Horticulture (122) ....•........
Geology (111-112) •.......•..••••
Botany (176) •..•.•..•.....•..••
Bacteriology (142) • . • • • . • • • • . •
Mllltary Science (601) ••..•••.

3 2*0

2

2
2
2

2
0

2
2

0
1

Chemical Lab. (303, 305) ••..•.. 3 3 3
Horticulture (121) , .•••••.•••••• 2 0 2 ~
Agriculture (102) •.•..•••..•••. 0 2QT"
Dairying (162) •.•••••.•.•••••.•• 3 3 0 - @
F'orestry (173, 175) ..............G)o 0 --@
Animal Husbandry (154) .•...• 0 Oc!J
Veterinary Science (130-131) •• 0 4 0
Mllltary Drill (602) •••.••.••••• 3 3 ~

l::nt

·cwPL 0 G

J ·

. . - ·

Senior Class.
0 2*3
3 3 2
2 2 2

223

2
2
0
1

3 2
00
2 2
11

Agriculture (103-105) •....•.••.
Horticulture (122) •...•.••.•••••
Animal Husbandry (160) •.••..
Bacteriology (142) •••...••..••••
Botany (176) .••..•••••...•.•...•
Mllltary Drill (602) • . . . • • . • • • • .
£iYTONIPt..0 -~Y.

.

.

~ 0 ()

4
2
2
0

43
_
2 ~)
~ '-~
3 3

400
33 a
o 0 i:.

*Political Economy ends and Senior English begins at middle
of second term_

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF' TRUSTEES
OF
THE CLEM:SON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
March 6 , 1911
The regular semi - annual meeting of the Board of Trustees of
I

The Clemson Agricultural College was converied at the College
at 8 o ' clock, P •

.M . , .

Monday , March 6 , 1 911.

in executive session .

The Board met

Present: Hon . Alan .Tohnstone , President;

Hon . R. I . Manning , Hon . M. L . Donaldson , Hon . W. D. EvanR , Hon .
J. E . Wannamaker, Hon . R. W. SiJlpson , Hon . C. D. Mann, Hon . B. H.
Rawl , Hon . W. W. Bradley, Hon . I . H. Hauldin . Senator B. R. Tillrmn.

'
The Committee appointed to select a president
reported unani -

mously that ±.txwa.s: they had agreed upon a nominee, and after forrmlly admitting Hon . _:: -""!: Hughes , :as rec.ently elbected by_ the Genel"al
Assembly of South Carolina to fill out the un-expired tern of Hon .
Jesse H. Hardin , deceased , as a menber of the Board , a ballot was

€.1.

J~fu.h

bfl,

taken on the election of a president, which resulted in the unani-

J~

mous ele9_!.~on ~! Prof . W. M. Riggs , Direc~tor of the Engineering ~·
Department and Prof . Of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering , as
president of Clemson Agricultural College .

Fhe newly elected

President was invited in and informed of' his election by the President of' the Board of Trustees in fitting and appropriate reriarks,
which was most fittingly responded to by the President-Elect, and
in which he requested tine to consi.der the natter and to discuss
it with Mrs . Riggs, stataing that the position was unsoueht, and
entirely out of 1::ES;I line with the work for which he had prepared
himself .

Having worked loyally

~or

the

Colle~e

for sixteen years,

the President-Elect stated that he f'elt that Xlia:R interef1t in the
College would c ammand fav arable consideration of an~r work· that rJ.ight
be placed upon him by the Board .

The President-Elect stated that

af t "er talking the matter over f'ul l y with Hrs . Ri r;g s he v[quld give
. . 1
a f ina

t ~t:;-

answero~orrow

•
morning
.

'r his pernission was granted,

and there being no further business , the executive sesoion of the
Board was lli:s:x.mixs:li dissolved, and ti1e bt1s1·11_eri·. '.', of'-. tl
, ie rep;ular I'1eet ing was taken up .

C. 7. f~ 11oved, by Hr . Donal dson , That Ur . Hughes tD-1rn the sar e placen
1

on the standing cor:nni ttees of the I3oarc1

o,r1 r..rel'1e

filled

b~1

the

member whon he succeeds .
After discussion , it was
Board asoign

~.:r .

a~reed

that the Prenident of +he

Hughes to such Coruni tteos as he thour;ht rrnuld

be best suited to the interests oI' the College .
The President of the Board announced that he Pould nake the
XRRXNMBNX

assignr1ent l ater .

Senator Tillman stated that

.

had been

ho

R;rrn:.i:n

a special commit-Lee with several other menbern

o~

'..lrpointr-d on
the Board. to

draft suitable resolvtions on tho death of Hon. Jense 1i . Hardin .
,
He stated that time had not perni t tec1 hiL! cl:t:li:Nx nerforninr; this
duty , and requested that the cor:imittee be nernitted to report at
the July meeting .
Hoved , by Hr . Donaldeon , That further tir.w lie r;ranted to the
co:r.nnittee in which to report .
July
The Secretary was then instructed to read the minutes o:f' the ,.,meeting

-

of Board of Trustees .
The Secretary read the minutes of the

~ertin~

of Jul", i01n, and

the same were approved ao read.
The Secretary was then ins+,ructed to reacl ...,he riinutos o::; "':.he
Sp~cial ~eeting

of the Board of

~rustoos

hold in Sentonbor, i01n .

After the same had been rec.d, tho:r vmre anprovod as r>ead .

f?.. ~ -~• o-1_

The Heport of the President beinr, the next orfler of hl rj_nerrn, the
upon motion of
A)
Acting President was requested, ,.,~t:xth:e:xrrne:rr:ka:kxrrn.tmm~txa~ ''enator Tillman ,
v~
first
.
.
to take up /I. that part of hiA report an referrc.id to t. 1 o Ap;ri .

JJl_
~

T

Department

~¥~~~ .

That part · of the Report an referred to the

1...u:-f?,p~rof .

\I .

re - ele~tion

of

R. Perkins as Director of the Ar;ri cultural De par rient

was deferred for the present, and until the Agricu 1 turn.l Conmittee, at the request of the Prosid0nt, could

~a]rc

a r>enort .

14--11 I recorinend thn. t thG forces in r~ntonolor;y n.nd in l\ni nal

Husbandry and Dairy Divisionn r
following Divisions: -

.

>::--~

'c+,ivel;r, bo corJ.bined -'-o forL! the

Division of Entomology and

B~cte_r_~,slo.r;y .

Head of Division , Prof'. Conradi ; EntonologiRt to the Station,
Associate Professor of FntoT'lology and Bacteriology, and State
Entomologist .
/}
Salary$1goo . to be paid as at nresent f'ron Station Funds . ~ ~

w. P . Gee, Aosistant Professor of
to State EntoMo lo gist .
~~~~~~~~~~~

Ento~ology,

, Assistant in

tnto~olnBY ·

A"sistant

an~

Salary 1'90 0.

lJj.Q,

VI . A. Thomas, Field E:mx~mNx~giH:t Assiotant in Entoriology. CD.lar;..r~

$soo:

Division of

J . . ni:nal

CL:.. v~~ ""~"

Huspandry and Dairying !
~

'

~·

~

~·

Head of Division : Prof. ArchiLeld Sriith (JIG)n Af'siPtant in Animal O.S'~
Husbandry in Extension \·JorJc Di '.Tiriion), Ani'~a1 Ilusbanduan to Station,
Associate Prof'essor of Aninal Hun1>andry nncl Dair:rinr;.
f"alary, <";2,000 .
Dr . :Cnocfi.. Barnett, (TTm'i Aninal Husband""Jan and ·v eterinarian to f;,~
Station) Veterinarian to ~>tation, and AGoistant in .Anirml Husba.nc'lry.
Salary, !;;1900 .
Prof . D. O. Nourse ,( As Now), Associate Prof'e::;sor orr Aninal
and Dairyin·g.
-Sa1.ary $1 ,700 (Ao at present)

}~ . Burge~ss

Prof . J .
(As nov1), Assistant Profensor of'
Husbandry and Dairyine;.
Salar:;r, ~lfiOO . lAs at nresent)
M:oved, bv M:r . Rawl ,

Anil"'a ~' '""""~"p

That the reconnendfttion be adopted .

Hotion Adopted .
At this point, Senator Tillman stated that he would be

co~nelled

to leave on the early :morning train, and sur,,r:estod that as the
matter of quo warranto

proccedin~s

deteraine whether or not

the~

a;:ainct the

L_i~uc.tees

were State Officers

to

!T~..b:,,.

ha~ been re~erred

to the Suprene Court · of the Str-t te that J1e vrnulc'l. r;urr:es t that the
Board do not let this question go 11e:foro the Court wrothout reproc·ent at ion -of' this Board to explain its side of the ClUest;on .

L

After discussion, it nas deci~od that not onl:r the life trustees
should be rep·es~nted but a~nxx that the State Trustee

0

shou,~ also

be represented .
I.~oved, by l1r . Evans,

That the Life '.::'rw.:;tees be req~ 1 entod to

employ an attorney to represent the ~~rust.ees at the hearinrr of the
<;-)

•

case to test the question as to whether a ColleGe trusteeship is a

.

State office and that ()1000 ., if ao e.uch be rwcerrnary, be annro't'riat ed
-

for this purpose .

Irotion Wi +hdravm.

by the Chair, undert.aJrn

~~
/

to PriDlo;r cou ir·el nnrl f 4 m1 ouf; rroM ROT'1e

suitable attorney hovr much
foro the Supreme Court .

,~ .

No Action .
Senator Tillman stated that thio a:'f'n.ir · w s rioro ... o • 1}11 a.nd . . 'r .

Aill.an Johnstone, and reque'>t.Pd that this 11attor bP left in tLeir
hands to do such things as they deeried necenrrn.ry .

After ful::'. cUscussion, it was decided that

r . ..

also be reprerented, and therefore it ua~
Sug[iested ,
.MD§:lC~ta: ,
That Senator ':'ill:-ian , Ir . Johnssone, nn

,hould

ich~.rr'l.s \'U'trr

"r . Ric'.flrfls

be authorized to employ such counsel und do qpch·o... her·t~inri;s
as they deemed necessary .

l"oved , by l1r .

1-!~nn , .

:'liat tJ1io r..; rJ1-'- ·bo r;iven n.nr tlmt +hey

be enpmrnred to :r.ieet this charr;e a<>

(~.,~er+
~

.

hr .

~nt

-~

.__.

deer nroner.

~-.he:·

Motion Adopted .

.Ianning stated that the Ler:i la ture had authorized the establishof two or noro experiment stations, and requentea

tha-1~

...,his

matter be referred to the Agricultural Cr·"L.inittee wi+,h +,he request
t iat they look into the question and report to the Bo rd, af'ter con-

sideration, the advisability of tho oatablirlr·ent o~ one or ~or e of
the stat.ions, and if the Board doons :it "rO'"er to e~ ta bl i ("!h 0ne er
more of' then, that the Agricul turn.l Con.,i too ronort T'lans, loca t -; on s,
and contributions .
This sum:;estion,
Manning,
~,,._ ~

on

beinr nu-'-

if'-'-

w f'or,..,., o"'

P

ro+ion

r:r

J"r .

was adopted .

The President read a 10-t:.ter r·Licll he La(1 i"ritten to !:is ITxcel-

C,nu;j--o.4-t._, lency, the Governor of South Oo.roli m, in which 110 roq11ef!+Pa +hat
.Jr . H . A. Sloan be re - corminoicme

Disponsar;r Constnhle "' f r the

Clerrnon College Corporf1 ti on, in Oconee, Picl·ens, and P nder8on CountiAS .
110.

The, reply of the Governot, in r·hirh he n'· p ted that it was
issue
his Wish tO/\ COI1I1ission, an he ClPenr>d it -'-}'"' dutu o+>
t}
'f'ff'
.l
, -:e
."he
_. ri.
.,

;.:,

of these counties to attend to

-'-l1i
,,_ .· 8

·

-

-'- -LvCr',
!'au

,

!U

,,

wao read .

711
On motion of Mr . Mann, the Boord to a recess at 10 : 40 o'clock to
meet at 10 o ' c l ock the next norninf; .

MORNING SESSION
The Board net , pursuant to adjourYL-r:ient at 10 o ' clock , A. H .,
March 7 , 1911 .

With the excepti on of Gena tor Tillr an a l l I"lembers
1

of the Board wer e pr_esent

(Hr . Richards having arri ver'l durinr; the

nir;ht )

~

Acting President W. H. Riggs, in ap:oropriatc rer.i.arks RR
... -~ ·-'

fr,

·#-

a~

,.-

\j~ l -

_c e pted the tender of the Presidency of' :rhe Cler:rnon Apricul tural

~

Col lege , in which he stated that in acce:otinp; this office , that

)

he would g ive his best efforts in the up- 1miJdin,r: of' the College ,
and that as the offi ce had co!1.e to hin v1:J,thout his seeJring it , that
he trus ted t hat shoul d his services not neat with the anpro,Tal of
the Boar d , that he requested that the Board would let hin asstme
his old place in the

Enginee~lnr

Bepartment .

In fitting terms , the President of the Board of Trustees, in
behal f of the Board , responded to the reMarks of the newlv elected
President.
Mr . Ri chardo , who was n ot present at the evening seR·sion of
the Board , requested that his nane be recorded as havinp; voted
for Prof . Riggs as President of Clenson

A~ri .

Collep,e .

Hoved , bv l.Ir . Wannamaker , That the Prerddent ' s re'Y)ort be now
taken up .
Hotioi1 Adopted .

P.

'

~ ~rj-·

-

Moved , by Hr . Wanna.rmlrnr , That the rnattc·r rela.tinp:: to Pror .
Perkins be passed over for the

_..,.._

rresen~ .

(f.lA ~...J.

Motion Ac1opted .
The report of the President was then rend in its entirety .
l.1oved , J?x_l1r . Bradly , that the report be receive(1 as ·information .
1·.1otion Adopted .
The report of the President is at tacheo to and r1ade· a nart of
these r.:iinutes .
lloved , by Col. Simpson, That the action of the Prenident in
accepting the resir;nations o:f

Prof . D. E . Earle , Asst . Prof . Carding 8:. Sninninr;
---1to ~ take effect Sopt lS , 1910 . )
Prof . D . J . McAdar.:i , J r ., As at . Prof . Cherlis try,
·- (to take effect Jan 1 , 1911)
Mr . L . OQWatson , Asst . Chemist, State Work ,
·-··
( t ·o take effect Sept 1 , l 910)
Mr . J . C. Littlejohn, Instructor in Wood Vlork .
~ "'"Tto take . efI'cct sept 1, 1010)
Mr W. A . Thomas, Asst . In Entonolo~ y ,
r-to take effect Gent 1 , 1910)
Mr . J . M. Gasg_ue , Asst . to the Comr:mndant,
(to taJce ef'f'e ,~ t Ear 1 , 1911)
Mr. T . F. Jac]:.\:13on,, Asst . in Anirml Husbandry
·- (To" {ake effect Sept . 1 , irno)

be

~~w~

81--B~ .

Motion Adopted .
Moved , by Mr~ Mauldin, That the President ' s a:npointPlents of
G. F . Lipscomb , of Alabar.:ia , Asst . Prof . Chemistry, salary ~$1500 .
effective Sept: 4 , 1910 . to succeed R . A. Hall, resigned .
D. J . McAdam , Jr ., of Penn ., Asst . Prof' . of' Chemistry , salary,
Gl50 0., e:rfective Sepf.y 15 , 1910 . to succeed D. H . Henry , pror10ted .
H. J . Smith , of Miss ., Asst . Prof . of Chemistry, Salary ~lROO .
effe cti
·y "J:S , ~ 1911, to Succeed D:r;>. D. J . llcAdam, Jr ., resigned .

veFeb

CW . Rice , -of S . C., Asst . Cher.:iist , Salary $1000 ., effective
Oct . 18, ''!910l. to succeed L . O. Watson , resignecl.
Sept .

J . E . Toomer , of' N. c., Anst . Cher.iist, salary ~~1000 . ef'f'ective
~91.0 , to succeed J . H. Mitchell , on lenve of absnnce .

H. C. TtJ.onpson, of 11d . , Anso . Prof' . Horti.culture' , salary,
$1700 ., effective Sept . 13, 1910, to succeed D. O. Mooring not re elected .

J . G. Hall, of Mo ., Anso . Prof . of Botany, salary Al700,
effective Sept . 10 , 1910 , to succeed L . I . Kni,'Sht, not re - elected .
A. B . Massey , of Va ., Instructor in Bacteriology , Salary ~m oo .
e rfective Sept . 1 5 , 1910. ~~xan~BBRd new position created in July .
G. 0 . Crampton, of Alalbama, Asst . in Entonology , salary ~$900 .
ef:fectiVe Sept. 26 , ·1 910 , to succoed " W. A. 'L'hor as , Rl!{R±gm!rcl: . trans ferred .
1

Archibald Smith , of Canada , Asst . in Aninal husbandry, extenscbon
Work- - salary 9 2,000 . e:f:fective Gept . 7, 1910 . to succeed T . F . Jackson, resigned .
(~

.

L . P . Byars, o:r S . C. , Experinental Feild Patholo.r-i st , salary
New positiO'l created
Jul:l meeting .

~~800 . e'f':f"ective ~R:J'l!XXxi:;xxSf.i&Jany 1, 1911.

_
W• .~. ·- ThoI?-~as., of S . C., Exporinental Field Ento!"lolorri ~t ,
Salary lfeoo . Ef:fective Sept . ~L, 1910 , new position crecited a;t
July tJ.eeting .
Fred
TayJ..ot>, of' England , Asst . Prof . Cardin.r:,
(
. and Spinning,
salary Jl500 . effective Oct . 2, 1910 . to succeed D. E . Earle,
resigned .
.

G. H. Folk, of' S . C. , Instructor in VJo'od \'lorJ{, Salar:r 1'900
Effective S~pt . 4, 1910 , to succeed J . C. Littlejohn , resigned .
J . F . Allison , of Pa ., Instructor in Forr;o & Foundry , Salary
$800 . Eff'ective Oct . 17, 1910, to succeed z. H. Levris , resigned .

/

Miss A. A. Porcher, of s . o., Asst . Librarian, Salary ~600 .
effectivesepr:-5," 19-io . new position created July nee ting .

M

w. P . White, of'
5, 1910 .

s . c. ,

Registrar, Salary

f!g~o .

Effective Sept .

be confirmed.
Motion Adopted :
The res igna ti on of Mr . VJ . C. Tuclrnr ao Bookkoeper of Clerrnon
- - .
Agricultural College was read to the Board .
Moved , by Col . Simpsm1 , That

th~¢ r~signation

be accepted with

regret .
Motion Adopted .
The resignation of Hr .

G.

t

C. Cro.nrton,

A'3s t.

in Entomolor;y,

was reported to the Board by the President .
Moved, by Col . Simpson,· That the resignation be accepted •
•
Hotion Adopted .
The President recommended Ur .

s.

W. Evans , Asst . Bookkeeper,
.

for the position of Bookkeeper, vice Mr . Tucker resigned, at a

. salary o:f $1500 . per annur.:i, to take effect upo:h Hr . Tucker ' s retirement from the Colleee .
On motion, the President bf the Board was requeRted to cast
the unanimous ballot of the Joard of Trustees for the election of
Mr ,

S . W. Evans , as Bookkeeper, salary

~~1!100 .

Er . W. D. Ev:::ms

being excused from voting .
Col . Simpson reported that the terri of the IIagistrate, <Judge
J. N. Hook, had expired, and stated that the

Bo~rd

should

~ka~kx

re@elect Judge Hook or a successor .
Moved , by Col . Donaldson , That the President of' ".he Board cast
the unanimous ballot of the Board for the re-election of Judge Hook
as Magistrate .
Motion Adoptedl\in accordance therewith the 'President o"!" the

.

Board of' ~rustees cast the unanimous ballot of the Board for the
re-election of' Judge J . N. Hook as Eagistrate of the Clemson College
Corporation .
Iioved , by Mr . Bradley, That 'he President write to the Chairnan
of' the ,,--Ways and Means Car.mi t tee of' the House, and the Chairrmn of the
'

Finance Committee of the Senate, and request them to extend an in.

tfii~aeb5'.~eg2 the members of' their conitteefl to visit the College . That

~·''

~he

..,,

I

.
•

College nake proper arrangeI'lents :for the entertainnent of' these

co!!Jiliittees while here , and that nll -':.raveling ex-renses be de-Prared
by the Col l ege .

L1otion Adopted .

Gnr~

AMENDMENTS

1;--

ons by the President :

far J_ ~mmenda t
1 .--Page 6

Anend Section 6 c , Art . III so as to refer only to

Cotton
On notion, action was postponer until the afternoon pension .
2 .--Pa~e

b

11 :- In Sec . 7(a) , Article 'YI, tlliPd line , strike out

the work Physics , and on
Page 12 :- Section II(a) , Article VI , necon0 lino , innert after
Political

Econo~y

the word Physics .

!loved by Mr . Bradley,

tho reconnendntion b0 adopted .

tha~

The roll wao called 9-lld the arnendr:10nt unaniriously anonted .
3 ••••• Page 14: - Annul Sections

fl

1

and 6 , Article VII .

Moved by Mr . Bradley , That the

by - la~s

be

~mended

Section B,

page 14, by striking out the word" all"before Hay , arn substituting
therefor ~ as

nea-rjy as practicable" .

Substitute by Hr . Richards , that the recommendation of' the Pres~ 
dent be adopted and that Section B be striken ovt .
Substitute

rejoct~d .

I.lotion adopted .
Moved by 11r . Hann , that .)ection 6 be striJren out .
I.:Iotion rejected .
Hoved by Col . Sim.peon, that the Doard tal;e a

oce~n

until 3

O' clock.
Ifotion rejectGd .
Moved by Ur . Richards,

that the BoDrd ta~o a recess until f':30

O' clock .
1.iotion adopted .
The Board in accordance therewith adjourned or 1 : 30 o ' clock to
re - convene at 2 : 30 o ' clock.
AFTERNOON SESSION .
The Board m.et persuant to adjournnont at 2:;:t;O o ' cl0ck P . H. l18rch
Ntkx 7th., 1911 .
The m.eotin.r 11mn called to ornnr, e11c1 the Secre-

tary was instructed to call tho roll . All preA0nt, as at norning
session.

1i'

4 •••• Page 14 :- Strike out in Section 3 , Article VIII, thP claune ,
•

" and schedule of hours for the workinp; of' the stur'lent
Department" .

in each

bocl.~r

.

On notion, the reco:runendation rran aoont0d .
that
Hoved by Mr . Mauldin, ftKAJ..,he reoomnennriti.on of th0 Prerdnent
"It shall be the duty of the Prenident of · ~he Collo~e to attend all
Board Ueetings and 6tanding CoMmittee moetings , oxcept vrhen any of
the above meet in Executive Session , in which cane he J'?18)r attr;nd
by invitation only . He shall have the trtr-;ht ( when rocogni~ed ·by
the Chair) to express his opinion on·any pendin~ que~tion . " ·
Be inserted as Section

'()

X, inndeiately

2~ ,Article

follo~ing

ot' the sane article with the follm·fing changes: Ins tend of
b~

the duty" insert

.

Hot ion adopted •
5 • • ••

11

it· shall

it shall also be the pri. vi. 1 ege " •

II

11 XXRS:X

Section 2

.-

...

.. ..

.

~

: - In Section 6 , Article X, strike'out tho second· clause

Pag~'l7

of the first sentance, beginning"Whose consent shall be necesRary be fore any person shall receive coinpensation, and no labornr el"'lnloyed otlier than.herein
h~

shall

~?.Pa1~

l?ok to the Colloge for his

spec~fied s~al~

out' of

th~

'.

salary of' the person

...

.

I.ioved"by Hr . Via:hnamaker, That the

.

enployin~

p~y ,

but

him:"

.

be a<ioptea .

recor~p-1endation

I.lotion adopted .
Moved b,x Mr . Manning , . That r.re sunpend action on amencHng the Byl aws and tnke up necessfiry appropriations .
Hot ion wi thdrm·m.
· Moved

hlr . Evans , That

~Y

~e

strike out division

11

0 ", Sectio~

6

of"Article'!II .
Molio~ adopt~d • .

Hovod by Hr . Evans , That· ~·rn' otr'ke. 9ut on. P?-roe :? the :folJ.o·: i.np;
se~tence :

The personei of t~e:F~rtili20r,Vetinany, anrl Ento;olog-

h

ic~l Commif.t~~s
herinafter ~ ;,

shalJ. be

th~· Barie~_ 8.ii~: t,h~ ..dutios

shall

bo~utlinAd

·

Jic?-llaf.
Moved b
11

The Agricultural Oomnittee shall conoint of' three :!""enbers" by inserting five instAad of' three, which rJentcnce an tl'us amended sha 11
read,

11

The Ae;ricultural Connittee shall consist of' five menbers . "
Motion adopted .

Moved by Mr. :Hanning_, Th at further cons i derat i on of aJ"'endT'l.ents t>o
the By-laws b e suspended , ab d that we take up the appropriations .
Mot i on adopted .
On motion , t h e foll owi ng a ppr opr i ations were nade crn the re c ommendation of the President :HISCELLANEOUG
1. Coll ege Bu ll etin •••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••.•• ~
2 . J'l.nnual Report • .••••••..•.............•...............
3 . Two \latchman ' s Clocks •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•

4. Offic e Sup pl ies - Presid9nt ' A

.

.
.
·

.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 •
13 .
14 .
15 .

Of~ice •••••••••••••••••

Y . 11 . c . A. liymn Boolrs •••••.•••••..•.....•...••....•.•.•

lli Qcellaneous Bul letins •••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••
Premi um on Ordnance Property ••••••••••••.••••••••••••
Con crete Culvert on Hc.AdaT.'.l Road ••••••••••••••••••••••
Dues t o Amer . Assoc iation Ar,ri . Col lefeR •••••••••••••
Encyclopaed i a Bri t tanicn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Closet , Meter and Sewer Connections . · ••••••••••••••• •.
Improving Schoibl Grounr1 n . • • • •
• ••••••••••••••••••••
rxtr a Help in the Treasurer ' s Of ice •••••••••••••••••
Large Phot ographs •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
Cenent Wal ks •••••••• ,._._••• •...: :/" ••••.••••••••.••••••••••

16 . (Not. ~evo d) • ~A~ . ................•.......
17. Additional f qr Real Estate •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••

Af!RI CULTURAL D .,pf,RT1
1.
. .2.
. 3.
. 4.
. 5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

RRO .o 0

...
l ?O tO 0 ,

?.oo ~o o

?f5 .o 0 .
?fiO .O O
7f5 .oo.
100 .00
RO .o 0 .
1 ?5 .oo .
14.00 .
40 ~0 0

300 .oo
RO .O O ~
f'RO .OO ·

~HT .

Additional Labor f or Hort . Di vision ••••••••••••••••• ~
Addit i onal for Postage , etc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Legal Serves f or Vet i nary Division ••••••••••••••.•••
Cenent for Tile Machine •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Express abd Postage on Pl anto ~or Schools •••••••••••

Pic king and Packing Cot ton and Wool . ·••••••••• ·•••••• .
Over draft on Repairs to .lachinery , etc ••••••••••••••
Impl ements and Repairs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mi oc ell aneous Smal l Itono ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2 0 Bushels Soreum Seed ••• ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1 110 Bushe l s Peas for Seed •••••••••••••••••.••••••••
Repa irn t o Ba r ns (Lunber ) •••••••••••••• ~ •••••• : •••• ,
Lunber f or r.:ul e Lot Fenceri •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1 0 00 posts and 1 Mi l e VJire Fence •••••••••••••• ~ ••••
One
One
Six

3f50 ~0 0
:?B .o 0

1 00 .o 0
RO .O (J
10 . 0 0

8 . 37
0f5 . 60
1!10.00

?f5 ~00
2f5 .oo
3 0 0 .oo
?B .oo
?f5 . 00
~00

.oo
.oo

3!)
!'13 . f55

11 .
1 , 80 0 ~ 00
12 .
BOO .oo
13 . Two 1Iul es ••••••••••..•••.•.....•..... . ... ..... • •...••
14 . Harness for New Team ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 50 .oo
l f> . Two Nev1 \/agons ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1 6 . One Freight V/agon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

17. Four Tamworth Sows •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
18 . Water Pipi~R to New Hog Lots •••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
If. ,J-~ J'M.k J:._~ ~ YJ-~

t

Shift

1ar; ,oo

f'rel':'l J:+ie~ 4~ t9 r t

or1

4 'l , t

.

~

1 6R ~O O

1 25 ~00

75 .oo

2 00 .oo
4 0. 00
JI/JO. /}/)

717
CONSTHUCTTON AHD REPl\.IPS .
1. Pai nting Tin Roofs •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• f
. 2 . Roof & Reprs , Sease ' s Servunt llol sn .• •••••••••••••
"'s Hous e ••••••••••••••
3 . Roof -& Re prs , etc ., Con r a d i
. 4. Add i t ional Ro om( Dr. Brackett ) ••••••••••••••••••
5 . Additi ona l Appropri ation for 3 Ne ·· Res i dences •••
' 6 . Additional for Engineering Bui l ding •••••••••••••
. 7. Bl inds f or c. c. Uew1f1an ' s Residence ••••••••••••••
8 . Additional on Work in Hain Build i ng •••••••••••••
. 9 . Repairs to Lewio House •••••••••••••••• • •••••••••
-10. Sc reens for Mess- hall and K i tchen •••••••···· ~ ·~·
1

1. Extra f or " Travel & Pay :for Inancctors " & Phone .
2 . Extra Labor f'or Anal ytical Work •••••••••••••••••
3 . Orchard Extension Wo~k ( Conraai) •••••••••••••••••
4 . Extension Work In iiill Vi l lages •••••••••••••••••
5 . Additional f' or Farmers ' InstitutoR ••••••••••••••
6 . Add i ti'o nal for Vetinury Inspection ••••••••••••••
7 . Cost of Preachers ' Institute ••••••••••••••••••••
8 .cost of Agents ' 1.1eetin~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
9 ,. Overdraft on Cadet Encanpnc>nt •••••••••••••••••••
10. Overdraf't on State ~air 3xhibit •••••••••••••••••
11. Farmers ' Short Course •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

9fi . 00 .

eo .c·

1

244 . 00
?40 . 00
300 . 0C
8fi .OC'
77 . 00
?48 . 0C
S25 . 0C
50 .00

f) ,

'•

000 ~ on

'

1°6 . 00 '
170 . 00 GO . OO
~oo . oo

noo . oo

88 . 00
fi7 . 00
G7 . 86

31 . fi4

104 . RS

~f_,-

SPn:BIAL ITE?fiS.

~f.:-:
16 , ooo .oofo 'l!(J~

1 . Fourth Story on Barracks 41: i. / /.,;... . ~ ., ••• • J.. ·.. .
2 . Piazzas on Barracks #= 2 ••••••• (..fli ••• ~ ••••• J. .•
3 . Houne for W. B. West •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••
4.

3 1 000 • 00
? , 000 . 00

/f

~QOtf

EXPERIHENT STATION ... Hatch B"'und .
1. Freight on State Fair Exhibit ••••••••••••••••• '\
Expense J . N. Harper to11Corn Sxpo ••••••••••• : ••

2.
3.
4.
5.

!)9 ~ 00
i:;r:; ~o o

100 . no

Labor , Horticultural Division ••••••••••••••••••
Seeds , Pl ants and Sup lies •••••••••••••••••••••
Extra Office Help ••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••

7f5 . 00
1"50 . 0 0

The Preoident of' the I3oa.,,.d s .atcct that he hnfl n letter f'ron the
President of' the Corn Breeders ' Aasociation in which the~r requested
a donation f'rom the Coll ege .
On moti on , $350.00 was appropriated as a don~tion to the Cor n

~~

Breeders ' Association .

On notion of Mr . Maul din , 'the recomviendation o:f the President ,
-.
. ~
" That any unexpended balance on the Hatch and Adana B,und ,, which if

•'·.' - ~ ~ . ..

not used, would at the end of' the f'iscal year revert to the Government , be expended in the discretion
and the President of the

Co l lor;e ~

or

vm.s

the Director

o~

the Station ,

.

ad opted •

1'iovad by Hr . Evans , That an export be p;otten 0n roarl

blli

lrHng t o

come here and got up an estimate on tho l::inr1 o-'"' road that would be most
\

suited from Calhoun Station to Cherry's Crossinr,, tn ti..,e :for the same
t-o .be submitted to the· Board a.t their July I.icetinr, .
Eotion adopted .

u

On the· r·econmendation of the P,residont, the Presidflnt bf' +.he Board

w-as requeBt·ed to castr

Ur.PL~

Ur .

w.·P.

+,he Bon;rd :fo:r •the electdi on

Gee· as :As'Sistant Prof'esnor- of Ento,.,,olo,r;y and' Assistant

State Entomologist with a salary of

~~lGOO

per annum .

On motion of lir . · Evans.z the matter of fillinr; the pof1iiion o#,
· Assistant· Bookkeeper was left to the President and

Treasur~r

to

· supply the same temporarily until the July Ueoting .

r:J, ~

The President of the Board stated t~at Prof . T . H. Keit't had ap-

. peal ed from the decision of the CoMrJ.i t tee which had been appointed to
· report on- the

:sirn.i::mxx:t:~x

controversy betr.roen himself (Keitt) and Prof .

·Bryan, and de.sired to appear bef'ore the :i3oard . in order to explain his
contentions .
Moved by Mr . Richard .s,'f'h~t this f'.l.attor be prst onen until the
July Meeting .
Motion aaopled .
.
Mr . Richards explained to the Board that tho quention of' holding
two off ices in regard to himself had been ref Prred to tho Supreme

£ 4o.J.-

Court . After some remarks it was

~~~09

to e!"1ploy, legal repreR,~"'~~
·
·
~when
sentatives of this Boa:~ to appear bef'ore the Supre0e Court ±NAthis

·-r-

Moved by Mr . Bradley , That we appropriate

ca~e

is considered .
Amendment by Hr . Mann, That we app},oprie,te ."'1000 insteac of' ~~600 .
Amendnent rejected .
Hotion lost .

-

1Ioved by Mr. Wannamalrn;r::,, That no defer ac~ion qn the re-election
of Prof' . Perkins until tho July :1eeti:ng .
Motion adoritnd .
Mr . Wannanaker ,Acting Chair"'len of' t,hc Ar;ricul tural CrMni t toe, re ported that the Committee desir:;natcd ao the location for the new Dairy
Barn the site to the right o~the Cherry's road ~ust beyond the old
Horticultural Grounas .
1.foved b;v :Hr . \Vannanaker , That wo adopt this location .

;~~~~

NEVI EXPKUlIEHT STA"'IONS .
The f'ollowing report was made by the Agricultural C.oTI".mi t tee as to
the Experiment Stations , which matter had been referred to this Committee .
Whereas the State is divided naturally. into four climatic zones
due to elevation and latitidJd..s and into four main soil types due to
their geological ilornation , thus dividing the State limto four
..m:ax nain natural agricultural divisions, and whereas Clemson
College i s now operating Experinent Stations in two of these
divisions ,~ one in the Piednont belt at Cle~son College, and the
other in the Coastal Plains near Sunr:ierville) therefore be it
resolved :
,l
1 . That Clenson College establish as soon ~n practical twol1ore
branch Experiment Stations , one of which is to be loca"ted in
the Pee Dee Section , and the othor in the Sand Hill Section of
the State , which will conplete a oystem of Experirent Stations
that will provide each of the four distinct A8ricultural Divisions of' the State with a wel:!. equipped an<'l con lete Stati0n ,
capable of determining the beot at:;ricul tu~~Pl prllc"'-, ic8~ ""or that
section .
11

2 . That these Stations shall be equipped and operated for
the purpose of determining and demonstrating the various crops ,
fruits and vegetables that May be producect with profit in these
representative sections , for the purpose of' deterr1ining the
best I:lethods of .fertilizing arld cultivating the soil ; and the best
system of' rotation and ~iversif'ication of cro s ; etc ; also for
the .Purpose of determining and de~onstrating tho nost econoI:1.ical
methods of producing and feeding live stock, and all other matte rs
looking to the advanceMent of Agricultural interests .
3 . That the work of locating and develoning the P . D. Station
shall begin at once, and that as soon as ~his ~tation has bee~ f'ully
established, the worlc of locating and developing the .Sand Hill Station shall commence .

4 . That in accordance with the Act of tho Geh eral Assembly
authorizing these Stations, the Board of Trustees. announces its
readiness to receive offers of land or noney , or both, from various localities, f'or the establislment o.f the Stat ion in the P. D.
Section .
5 . That the work proposed for this Station will require at
least ywo hundred acres of land thn.t is repr8sentative. of the soil
of the P. p . Section, and is well adapted for oxperinental purposes ;
and all of'fers of' ~oney a.nil. land. should be addresrrnd to the Pres ident of Cler1son Coller;e, who will sunnit then tri tho Board. of Tnus teea . In the consideration of the natter the deRi.rabilitv of l ocation and the character of t,he soil for the nurposes of'' the Experiment Stationg shall be the prine consideration , and not the
amount of the offer in land or rioney . It rms t be distinctly understood , therefore , that the Board rosGrves . the rir,ht to re.ject any
and all of'f'ers . "
Moved by Mr . Richards , That wo adopt this r~port as the public u ·t terance of

th ~s

Board .

Amendment by Mr . Bradley , That vrn strike out that part of' the report

.

-which relates to the Experi!:lent Station in the " Sand Hill"Soction.
Anendment rejected .
Ifotion adopted .
Col . Simpson requested to b E redordod as voting nay .

.

PRESIDEN'l' ' S HFCOWIENDA 'T'IONS .

<P~~

~htLfud~

5 . "I request your approval of the year ' s leave of' absence granted
J . H. Mitchell, Assistant Chenist , which ac-'-ion vras tai'"en after

~ Mr .

consultation with , and upon the

a~uiscence

of you Chairman . This

leave began Sept . lst . ,1911 ,
·Moved by Mr . :Mauldin, That we approve the f2ction of' the Pres ident .
Motion adopted .

6. I recommend that the position of Registrar at a salary of
$900 . 00 be abolished, and the position of Assistant to the Presi-

dent be ~reated

at

....... _..

a salary or'" ~~1 , 500 per annum .

·~ .

On the motion of' Mr . Mannin_g,this recommendation .was adopted .
The President recor:rrnended for the position .of Assi-stant to the

&.C. .

President,Mr . J . C. Littlejohn .

~·~
·

On Motion , the President of the Board was requested to cast the

J

unanimous ballot of' the Board for the election of Mr . J . C. Littlejohn.as Assistant to the President with a salar7 of'

~l , ROO

p0r an -

num .
s . "I recorrL.uend that Mr . Schilibtter's salary be fixed at

<::Q"Q_ ~

~1700

per annum:
On motion of Mr . :Manning, the recommendD,tion was adopted .

6f~

10 . " I recommend that the College

OJ: . ·~~

tL

Fair in

A~xi:i:x

~~ an

exhibit at the State

1911, and that the matter of the Carl.et Encanpment

in Colu.'TI.bia during the State Fair be loft to the discre't:iion of the
President of' the College and the President of the Board ."
On motion of :Mr . Mauldin, the reconmendation was adopted .

g.+~ ~

11 .
~l #/ #1,

I recommend that an additional story be put on Barracks
-~,.
o-"'
work to begin as soon as possible after the close
the
11

session. Payment to be

.

~ade

out of next year's incone •

Moved by Mr . ManninG,after the Cha i*rnan of

~~110

.Executive

Commit -

tee had stated that the Committee approlied of this, that the recomr1 endation be adopted .

P...:..Ck.--z.. -,:....0-I;.

Hotion acloptod .
12 . " I recommend :that piazzas_ be anded to Barracks # 2 as shovm

.

·!'.t

;J."t

'

on accompanying plans , to be paid out of next year ' s income . "
Moved by Mr. Wannamaker, That the reconmend.c1.tion be adopted .
Hotion adopted .

13.

n

I recommend that the changes in the mextil'.3 and Agricultu-

ral Course"'
approved by the B,acul ty and ohovm on at tachen sheet, be ad
,.....,_,.,..-

~17i..__ ~

adopted,"

On motion of },fr . tfannamalrnr, tho recomrJendation was adopted.
It was moved and adopted that should there be any chnngeo nee ~

sary in the management of the Farn that this natter be left in the
hands of the President of the Board of Trustees and the President of

~ ~ ~·

the College.
Moved by M:r . Wannamaker 2 that the snm of

~2 ,000

, if so much be

necessary, be appr:_~~~jated for use in the Agricultural Departnent.
Jr; ~¥--'.LO
~ ~ ~~ ~ d:... ~- ~ z;l_ fj-,,,_f --.J ~- ;/__ d;:
~·
M:otion adopted.
_/\
Resolved :

That the President and the Treasurer of the College draw

their checks for all appropriations nade at this meeting .
Resolution

unaninousl~

adopted.

Ne Pm b1'!Pi!!lt 'lolm1l...,eua-,tl1e Board , on notion, adjourned

at .r: :; :30

o'clock P.M. March 7th.,1911.
Correct

Approved

President Board of Trustees.

